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Resumen (Spanish)
Contexto
El helio es el segundo elemento ma´s ligero de la naturaleza y cuenta con una
estructura ato´mica muy simple: dos electrones en torno a un nu´cleo con dos
protones y dos neutrones —en el caso del 4He— o en dos protones y un solo
neutro´n —para el 3He—. Si se observan los diagramas de fase de ambos iso´topos
puede verse que cuentan adema´s con la peculiaridad de permanecer en estado
l´ıquido en el cero absoluto de temperatura, gracias a una energ´ıa de punto cero
lo suficientemente alta —debido a que es un elemento muy ligero y que cuenta
con una estructura electro´nica de capa cerrada que hace que la interaccio´n entre
a´tomos de He sea de´bil— como para evitar la solidificacio´n. En estas condiciones
—por debajo de 2.17 K para el 4He y 2.7 mK para el 3He— el helio es un
superflu´ıdo, es decir, su viscosidad es pra´cticamente nula y puede fluir libremente,
sin friccio´n.
Las nanogotas de helio han sido objeto de estudio de la f´ısica de clusters y
de la qu´ımica-f´ısica durante ma´s de 20 an˜os, ya que otra de las propiedades ma´s
u´tiles de las gotas de He es su habilidad para capturar a´tomos y mole´culas con
las que colisionan. Esto, junto la de´bil interaccio´n del helio superflu´ıdo con su
entorno, hace que hoy las gotas de helio se usen comu´nmente como matrices a
escala nanome´trica para el estudio espectrosco´pico de mole´culas y otros comple-
jos. Las impurezas, tambie´n llamadas dopantes, una vez capturadas se hunden
hacia el interior de la gota o, en algunos casos, quedan adheridas a la superficie
de la misma. Por lo general, la mayor´ıa de los a´tomos y mole´culas en su estado
fundamental experimentan una interaccio´n atractiva de´bil con el He, por lo que
suelen estar localizadas en el interior de las gotas, y muy de´bil para los a´tomos
alcalinos que los hace situarse sobre la superficie de las mismas. Sin embargo,
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cuando la impureza esta´ en un estado excitado, su interaccio´n con el He suele
ser muy repulsiva. Esto conlleva que los dopantes excitados experimenten una
aceleracio´n hacia la superficie de la gota y que puedan ser eyectados.
Resultados
Esta tesis esta´ compuesta de una coleccio´n de cinco de los art´ıculos publicados
desde 2013 a 2016, abarcados todos ellos en el campo de la f´ısica de bajas tempe-
raturas y fluidos cua´nticos. Cada uno de ellos constituye un paso adelante en la
descripcio´n teo´rica de los sistemas de helio en el marco de la teor´ıa del funcional
de la densidad.
Los dos primeros art´ıculos esta´n relacionados con estudios dina´micos de im-
purezas de Ba en nanogotas compuestas por 1000 a´tomos de helio. Se conoce ex-
perimentalmente, a partir del ana´lisis del espectro de absorcio´n de las impurezas,
que los a´tomos de todos los elementos alcalinos y de todos los alcalinote´rreos ma´s
pesados que el magnesio —como es el caso del bario— al ser capturados por las
gotas de helio tienen un estado de equilibrio en la superficie de estas [1, 2].
En el primero de los art´ıculos —seccio´n 2.1— estudiamos dina´micamente la
ionizacio´n de un a´tomo de Ba desde este punto de equilibrio haciendo uso de la
teor´ıa del funcional de la densidad. Los estudios espectrosco´picos llevados a cabo
por el grupo encabezado por el Prof. Drabbels (EPFL, Lausana, Suiza) indican
que la impureza se hunde en el interior de la gota de helio tras la ionizacio´n, ya
que el espectro de absorcio´n del catio´n de Ba en gotas de helio coincide con el
obtenido para la misma impureza en el helio l´ıquido. As´ı lo corroboramos con
nuestros estudios teo´ricos, en los que se observa co´mo la impureza se desplaza
hacia el interior de la gota tras ser ionizada. Durante este hundimiento, pudi-
mos observar diferentes feno´menos como la formacio´n de una estructura de alta
densidad en torno a la impureza —conocida como snowball— o la nucleacio´n de
vo´rtices anulares cuantizados, de los cuales se estima su energ´ıa y velocidad.
El otro art´ıculo dedicado al Ba+ —seccio´n 2.2— continu´a el estudio del mismo
sistema. En este caso tomamos como punto de partida la impureza ionizada en un
punto de retroceso de la oscilacio´n correspondiente al proceso de hundimiento y la
excitamos a estados 6p. Los resultados experimentales muestran un mecanismo
eficiente de expulsio´n de la impureza de la gota, tanto en forma de catio´n Ba+,
9como en forma de exciplex Ba+-Hen, siendo mayoritariamente n = 1, 2. Sin
embargo, nuestras simulaciones no muestran dicha desolvatacio´n, permaneciendo
en el interior de la gota en todos los casos en los que excitamos a los estados 6p.
Adema´s, debido a que para el Ba+ el multiplete 5d es menos energe´tico que el
6p, exploramos la posibilidad de que la impureza pudiese abandonar la gota tras
una desexcitacio´n 5d ← 6p as´ı como una desexcitacio´n al estado fundamental,
pero en ninguno de los casos el resultado fue el deseado.
A pesar del desacuerdo entre teor´ıa y experimento, del estudio se desprenden
conocimientos u´tiles acerca de los procesos dina´micos de impurezas excitadas
electro´nicamente en gotas de helio.
El siguiente bloque esta´ compuesto por dos art´ıculos dedicados a las dina´micas
de alcalinos en nanogotas de 4He, en concreto rubidio y cesio, que comparten con
el bario que su configuracio´n de equilibrio en el estado fundamental esta´ en la
superficie de la gota.
En el primero de ellos —seccio´n 3.1— estudiamos dina´micamente la eyeccio´n
de a´tomos alcalinos desde la superficie de nanogotas de helio, excitando para ello
a los estados 6s —para el rubidio— y 7s —para el cesio—. La relacio´n entre la
energ´ıa cine´tica y la energ´ıa de excitacio´n de los a´tomos expulsados mediante este
proceso coincide notablemente con la relacio´n obtenida experimentalmente. Al
analizar estos sistemas hemos encontrado, adema´s, deformaciones locales de las
nanogotas, as´ı como tres tipos diferentes de ondas de densidad que se propagan
a trave´s de ellas a diferentes velocidades superso´nicas.
Por otro lado, en el segundo art´ıculo de este bloque —seccio´n 3.2— hemos
realizado para impurezas de Rb+ y Cs+ un estudio equivalente al que mostramos
en la seccio´n 2.1 para el Ba+, analizando dina´micamente la evolucio´n de estas
impurezas al ser ionizadas en su posicio´n de equilibrio sobre la superficie de una
nanogota de helio. Observamos co´mo el rubidio permanece en la superficie de la
gota durante unos instantes tras ser ionizado para finalmente desplazarse al inte-
rior de la misma —nucleando vo´rtices en el proceso gracias a las perturbaciones
de densidad en la superficie de la gota— mientras que el cesio escapa de la super-
ficie lleva´ndose consigo algunas decenas de a´tomos de helio. Asimismo pudimos
comprobar que estas diferencias en el comportamiento de los cationes —entre s´ı
y comparados con el Ba+— se deb´ıan al taman˜o finito de la gota, ya que para
sistemas de mayor taman˜o s´ı se reproduc´ıa el comportamiento observado en el
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caso del bario. Por tanto, puede concluirse que al ser los potenciales Rb+-He y
Cs+-He notablemente atractivos, se termina produciendo el hundimiento de las
impurezas hacia el interior de las gotas si el taman˜o de estas lo permite.
El bloque que cierra esta tesis esta´ compuesto por un u´nico art´ıculo que trata
las colisiones de impurezas heliofo´bicas —en este caso a´tomos de cesio— contra
nanogotas de helio. Hemos estudiado estas colisiones cuando se utilizan dife-
rentes velocidades para la impureza, as´ı como distintos para´metros de impacto
—incluyendo las colisiones frontales con para´metro de impacto igual a cero—. Al
modificar dichos para´metros hemos observado diferentes feno´menos que van desde
la captura de la impureza por parte de la gota, permaneciendo en la superficie
de la misma, hasta la “transparencia” de la gota para velocidades ma´s altas —la
impureza penetra en la gota traspasa´ndola de un extremo a otro—. En el caso de
las colisiones con para´metro de impacto distinto de cero, que depositan una cierta
cantidad de momento angular en las gotas, mediante el estudio de las corrientes
de densidad hemos podido observar que la gota no gira como un cuerpo r´ıgido,
aprecia´ndose un esquema de corrientes que corresponde al de un superfluido.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Helium is the second lightest element and the second most abundant element in
the universe. It is named for the Greek god of the sun, Helios, and it was first
discovered by French astronomer Jules Janssen as an unknown yellow spectral
line in sunlight during a solar eclipse in 1868.
Helium has a very simple atomic structure: two electrons around a nucleus
formed of two protons and two neutrons (the case of 4He) or two protons and a
single neutron (for 3He). Looking at the corresponding phase diagrams of both
isotopes, it can be seen that they both have the unique property of maintaining
the liquid phase down to T = 0 K, thanks to their zero point energy, which is
large enough to avoid solidification (due to their low mass and the weak He-He
interaction). The zero point energy is the lowest possible energy that a quantum
mechanical physical system may have; it is the energy of its ground state. The
existence of this energy is a prediction of Quantum Mechanics with no classical
equivalent, and plays the role of a kinetic energy present even when there is no
“motion” in the classical sense. The first liquefaction of helium was achieved in
1908, by Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlingh Onnes. Furthermore, under certain
temperature conditions (below 2.17 K for 4He and 2.7 mK for 3He) helium be-
comes superfluid, that is, its viscosity is almost zero and it can flow without any
friction. This remarkable feature was first discovered by Pyotr Kapitsa, John F.
Allen, and Don Misener in 1937 [3, 4].
Helium nanodroplets have been extensively studied in cluster physics and
physical chemistry for more than 20 years, as they have the ability to capture
atoms and molecules they collide with. This property, along with the weak inter-
action of superfluid 4He with atoms and molecules, makes them ideal nanometric
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scale matrices for spectroscopic studies of molecules and other structures [5–11].
Once captured, the impurities (also known as dopants) may solvate inside the
droplet or, in some cases, remain in a dimple on the surface.
The five papers presented in this thesis are organized in three different sec-
tions: Chapter 2 addresses the dynamic study of Ba+ impurities at 4He1000 nan-
odroplets by two publications. The first paper focuses on the dynamic study of
Ba+ upon ionization of Ba in a dimple on the surface of a droplet and the second
paper studies the evolution of Ba+ in the bulk portion of the droplet when it is
excited to 2P or 2D states.
Chapter 3 presents the dynamic study of alkali impurities (Rb and Cs) at the
same droplets. This chapter is also represented by two papers, where the first one
addresses the ejection of these impurities from the surface of 4He nanodroplets
upon excitation to the 6s state (for rubidium) or 7s state (in the case of cesium),
and the second paper studies the dynamic evolution of Rb+ and Cs+ after the
corresponding neutral atom is ionized on the surface of a droplet.
Lastly, Chapter 4 presents an article that focuses on the capture of Cs atoms
by 4He1000 nanodroplets. We have studied this process by making cesium atoms
collide with He droplets using different projectile velocities and impact parame-
ters.
1.1 Theoretical study of helium systems
There are two main classes of methods commonly used to study these systems,
depending on whether bare or effective atom-atom interactions are employed.
For simplicity, we shall refer to the former as microscopic theories. They aim
at solving, as accurately as possible, the manybody Schro¨dinger equation, em-
ploying the best helium-helium interaction available. Alternatively, some selected
experimental properties of the homogeneous system can be used to construct an
effective interaction, which afterwards is used in particular to describe inhomo-
geneous systems. As the effective interaction is He density-dependent, these type
of methods fall into the general framework of density functional theories (DFT).
Both kinds of methods are complementary.
The next subsection focuses on a brief presentation of DFT of 4He, as all the
publications presented in this thesis make a theoretical approach to the study of
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4He nanodroplets within that framework, trying to reproduce several experimen-
tal results.
1.1.1 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory is based on rigorous formulation of nonrelativistic quan-
tum many-body physics in which the energy of a system is expressed as a func-
tional of the one-body density rather than the complete N-body wavefunction.
The theoretical support of DFT is the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [12], which es-
tablishes that the ground state energy of a many-body system is a unique func-
tional of its density. Moreover, the Kohn-Sham (KS) method [13] allows to obtain
from this functional not only the ground state energy but also the elementary ex-
citation spectrum.
Nevertheless, this does not supply us with the functional itself, and it has to
be written by taking into account both physical insight and phenomenological
approaches. Several energy functionals for a system of interacting helium atoms
have been developed over the years. The most commonly used functional for
inhomogeneous 4He settings is a finite-range functional known as “Orsay-Trento”
presented in 1995 by F. Dalfovo et al. [14]. However, this functional can’t deal
with very structured helium configurations (high density peaks) that usually form
around impurities (X) when the X-He potential is very attractive (e.g. for ionized
impurities), which is our case. To solve this problem, we have used a modified
version of this functional, presented by F. Ancilotto et al. [15] which introduces
a “penalty” term to the functional. This term has the following form
Ep [ρ] = C
∫
ρ (r) f [ρ (r)] dr, (1.1)
where f [ρ (r)] is a “switch” function which becomes appreciably different from
zero only when the density ρ is larger than a threshold value ρm. Such function
can be written as
f [ρ (r)] = 1 + tanh {β [ρ (r)− ρm]} (1.2)
where C, β and ρm are DF parameters. Ep [ρ] adds to the effective potential a
term which acts as a repulsive barrier, forbidding extra pile-up of the density.
Once the density functional has been chosen, we can start the theoretical
study of the system. In most cases, before starting the dynamics, we need to
find the equilibrium configuration of the system that corresponds to the starting
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point for dynamic calculations. This was achieved by performing a static DFT
calculation where the impurity is treated as an external potential and the ground
state energy of the system is written as a functional of the helium density (ρ) and
the impurity-helium pair potential VX−He:
E [ρ] =
∫
dr
{
h¯2
2mHe
|∇
√
ρ(r)|2 + ε [ρ (r)] + ρ (r)VX−He (|r− rX |)
}
(1.3)
From this point forward, DFT can be easily extended to time-dependent DFT
(TDDFT). In the dynamic calculations, the superfluid is described by a complex
effective wavefunction ΨHe (r,t) such that ρ (r, t) = |ΨHe (r,t) |2 and the dopants,
due to their large mass (compared to helium), are treated as classical particles.
To obtain the dynamical evolution of the system (impurity @ 4HeN), the following
coupled 3D time-dependent equations have been solved
ih¯
∂
∂t
ΨHe =
[
− h¯
2
2mHe
∇2 + δεHe
δρ (r)
+ VX−He (|r− rX |)
]
ΨHe, (1.4)
mX r¨X = −∇rX
[∫
drρ (ρ)VX−He (|r− rX |)
]
. (1.5)
The first equation is the TDDFT equation describing the helium nanodroplet
and the second one is the classical evolution equation for the impurity motion.
Usually, the problem is more involved as the X-He interaction depends on the
electronic state of the impurity and it has to be taken into account [16].
Chapter 2
Ba+ dynamics
2.1 Nucleation of quantized vortex rings in 4He
nanodroplets
Resumen (Spanish)
Pese a que la mayor´ıa de los feno´menos asociados con la superfluidez ya han
sido observados en sistemas de helio de taman˜o finito, la percepcio´n de la nu-
cleacio´n de vo´rtices cuantizados resulta esquiva. En este trabajo mostramos me-
diante simulaciones en el marco de la Teor´ıa del Funcional de la Densidad que
la solvatacio´n de un ion de Ba creado por fotoionizacio´n del a´tomo de Ba neutro
sobre la superficie de una nanogota de 4He conduce a la nucleacio´n de un vo´rtice
anular cuantizado [17].
Este feno´meno de nucleacio´n tiene lugar en una escala de unos 10 ps y se
produce en torno al ecuador de una estructura de solvatacio´n de tipo so´lida que
se genera alrededor del catio´n. Los resultados presentados en esta seccio´n indican
que los vo´rtices anulares cuantizados se crean de manera eficiente en gotas de
helio por la solvatacio´n de impurezas de Ba+. De los ca´lculos se desprende que la
nucleacio´n del vo´rtice es un proceso local, siendo los grandes cambios estructurales
en el l´ıquido pro´ximo a la impureza los responsables de la alta eficiencia del
proceso.
En vista del caracter local de la nucleacio´n de estos vo´rtices cuantizados, es
altamente probable que el proceso de nucleacio´n tambie´n se produzca en gotas de
17
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helio debido a la captura de a´tomos o mole´culas que cuenten con una interaccio´n
con el helio fuertemente atractiva.
Se puede concluir que, pese a que sean dif´ıciles de detectar, la existencia de
vo´rtices cuantizados en gotas dopadas puede ser un feno´meno ma´s comu´n de lo
habitualmente supuesto.
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Whereas most of the phenomena associated with superfluidity have been observed in finite-size he-
lium systems, the nucleation of quantized vortices has proven elusive. Here we show using time-
dependent density functional simulations that the solvation of a Ba+ ion created by photoionization
of neutral Ba at the surface of a 4He nanodroplet leads to the nucleation of a quantized ring vortex.
The vortex is nucleated on a 10 ps timescale at the equator of a solid-like solvation structure that
forms around the Ba+ ion. The process is expected to be quite general and very efficient under stan-
dard experimental conditions. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4870245]
Helium clusters are paradigms of finite-size quan-
tum systems.1 These nanodroplets attain a temperature of
0.37 K,2, 3 clearly below the superfluid transition tempera-
ture of liquid 4He, Tλ= 2.17 K. Quantum Monte Carlo cal-
culations have revealed that even very small droplets contain-
ing less than 100 helium atoms display features pertaining to
the superfluid state of bulk liquid helium.4–6 Although such
small systems are expected to be superfluid, it is not obvious
whether phenomena generally associated with superfluidity in
bulk helium will be manifested in these nanosystems. First in-
dications of a vanishing viscocity were provided by spectro-
scopic experiments on helium droplets doped with carbonyl
sulfide (OCS). The IR spectrum of OCS revealed a well re-
solved rovibrational structure, which has been taken as ev-
idence that the OCS molecule can freely rotate inside the
4He droplet.7 The minimum number of 4He atoms required
to produce the effect was about 60, in good agreement with
the calculations.4 However, recent experiments indicate that
the system is more complex than initially anticipated as the
temporal evolution of rotational wave packets cannot be ex-
plained with the free rotation of the embedded molecule.8
Another subtle manifestation of superfluidity is the friction-
less displacement of impurities inside helium if they move
at velocities below the so-called Landau velocity. Recent ex-
periments in which impurities were accelerated out of helium
droplets by means of electronic excitation have revealed that
a critical Landau velocity exists even for droplets consisting
of less than one thousand helium atoms.9, 10
In the quest for manifestations of superfluidity in
nanoscale helium droplets, the nucleation of quantized vor-
tices has proven elusive for years. Only recently indications
have been found for the presence of vortices in large helium
droplets.11 These droplets consisting of 107 − 1010 atoms
were produced by fragmentation of a cryogenic fluid. Such
large droplets are true mesoscopic pieces of superfluid he-
lium, having radii in the range of 50 − 500 nm. It is thus
somewhat expected that they may host vortex lines, either pre-
existing in the fluid or created in the fragmentation process.
The main question is whether vortices may also be nucleated
in much smaller droplets consisting of only a few hundreds
or thousands of helium atoms. These droplets are expected
to carry enough energy and angular momentum to create a
vortex which is especially robust due to the lack of decay
channels that conserve both energy and angular momentum.12
Moreover, in experiments with doped droplets, the pickup
of impurities might lead to vortex nucleation. Once nucle-
ated, they are stabilized by pinning to the impurity inside the
droplet.13 One limitation of all these theoretical studies is that
they take for granted that vortices have been nucleated.
Vortex ring nucleation around electron bubbles in super-
fluid helium has recently been addressed using density func-
tional (DF) simulations of different complexity.14–16 The nu-
cleation of vortices by cations or neutral impurities, which
have very different helium solvation structures than electrons,
has not been addressed by realistic methods, only by approxi-
mate methods that model these impurities as repulsive rigid
spheres.17 A full dynamical description of the process for
these systems is thus still lacking.18, 19 In the present work,
we show using a time-dependent DF approach that the dy-
namics following the photoionization of neutral Ba atoms lo-
cated on the surface of helium nanodroplets leads to vortex
nucleation.
At variance with other possible methods for vortex nu-
cleation, the current process is initiated using a well-defined,
experimentally reproducible condition, i.e., the equilibrium
configuration of Ba atom located at a surface dimple. Hence,
0021-9606/2014/140(13)/131101/4/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC140, 131101-1
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FIG. 1. Time-resolved absorption spectrum of Ba+ in a 4He1000 droplet.
The experimental spectrum for helium droplets consisting on average of
2700 atoms is shown in red. The vertical lines indicate the D1 and D2 transi-
tions of the free Ba+ cation.
vortex nucleation is expected to be highly efficient in these
types of experiments.
Recent experiments on the solvation dynamics of Ba+
created at the surface of small helium nanodroplets serve as
reference for the present calculations.20 The 6p ← 6s tran-
sition of Ba+ shown in Fig. 1 was found to coincide with
that of Ba+ in bulk superfluid helium, indicating that the Ba+
ion becomes fully solvated by the helium on the nanosecond
timescale of the experiment.
We describe the solvation process of the Ba+ ion by a
three dimensional time-dependent DF approach in which the
superfluid is described by a complex effective wavefunction
He(r, t) such that ρ(r, t) = |He(r, t)|2 and the Ba+ impu-
rity, due to its large mass, is treated as a classical particle
with position rBa+ (t).10 To obtain the dynamical evolution
of the Ba+@4He1000 system, the following coupled 3D time-
dependent equations have been solved:
i¯ ∂
∂t
He =
[
− ¯
2
2mHe
∇2 + δEHe
δρ(r) + V
+
6s (r − rBa+)
]
He
(1)
mBa+ r¨Ba+ = −∇rBa+
[∫
drρ(r)V +6s (r − rBa+ )
]
,
where EHe is the DF potential energy density per unit volume
and V +6s (r − rBa+) is the ground state Ba+-He pair potential.
To avoid reflections at the boundaries of the calculation cell,
an absorption potential has been added to the Hamiltonian.21
The DF used in the present work22 is a modified version of
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of the temporal evolution of the Ba@+He1000 system after
photoionization of the neutral Ba atom located at the droplet surface. Panels
1 to 6 correspond to the helium densities at times t = 0, 8, 14, 47, 60, and
220 ps. (Multimedia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4870245.1]
the Orsay-Trento DF23 able to handle very structured helium
configurations as those expected to appear around very at-
tractive impurities such as cations. This functional has been
found to accurately reproduce the helium configurations cal-
culated by Quantum Monte Carlo methods.24, 25 Details of
how the above equations have been solved can be found in
Refs. 10, 21, and 26. The modelling of the solvation process
critically depends on the quality of the ingredients entering
the calculation. In the absence of accurate He-Ba+ pair poten-
tials, these have been computed in this study at the CCSD(T)
level of theory. The 46 core electrons of Ba+ are described by
the Def2 pseudopotential,27 while for the outermost 9 elec-
trons the QZVP quadruple-z set is used.28 The He atom has
been assigned the aug-cc-pV5Z basis,29 and a 3s3p2d set of
bond functions has been located at midway between the two
nuclei.30
The initial conditions for solving the equations corre-
spond to those at the time of ionization, i.e., the equilibrium
configuration of the neutral Ba@4He1000 complex. DF cal-
culations find this configuration to have the Ba atom resid-
ing in a dimple at the surface of the droplet,31 in agreement
with experiments.32, 33 Snapshots of the dynamical evolution
of the Ba+@4He1000 system are presented in Fig. 2 (Multi-
media view). During the initial phase of the solvation pro-
cess, supersonic density waves are emitted into the droplet.
Similar density waves have been observed when alkali atoms
located at the surface of the droplets are excited and have
been analyzed in detail.34 Due to the attractive interaction of
the Ba+ with the helium, the ion moves towards the center
of the droplet. After approximately 8 ps, the barium ion is
fully surrounded by the helium and a few picoseconds later a
solid-like solvation layer with localized helium atoms dubbed
“snowball” forms. As the Ba+ is accelerated further towards
the center of the droplet, it interacts with the helium den-
sity waves reflected from the droplet surface, leading to fast
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FIG. 3. Position (a) and velocity (b) of the Ba+ ion with respect to the helium
droplet center-of-mass. The inset shows the velocity of Ba+ during the first
20 ps. Number of evaporated helium atoms per unit time (ps−1) (c) and en-
ergy (K) removed from the helium droplet per evaporated helium atom (d).
The vertical dashed lines indicate the times corresponding to the snapshots
2 to 6 shown in Fig. 2, where the dark lines correspond to times just after
vortex nucleation and just before vortex annihilation.
structural changes in the solvation structure, see Fig. 2 (Mul-
timedia view). After passing the center of the droplet at
t ≈ 20 ps, the ion is decelerated and subsequently reflected at
the droplet surface at t ≈ 40 ps. Figure 3 shows the motion of
the Ba+ ion with respect of the 4He1000 center of mass in terms
of position and velocity as a function of time. The Ba+ con-
tinues oscillating back and forth in the droplet with a period of
∼100 ps up to the end of the simulation, i.e., 350 ps. During
this period, the helium density waves damp out and the fluc-
tuating solvation structure surrounding the ion becomes ho-
mogenous, see Fig. 2 (Multimedia view), in agreement with
the calculated equilibrium structure of the Ba+@4He1000 sys-
tem. After the first oscillation, during which the velocity of
the Ba+ changes erratically due to interaction with the helium
density waves, the velocity of the Ba+ remains at all times
below the critical Landau velocity, which has been found to
be 96 m/s for the DF used in this work.22 Consequently, the
Ba+ is expected to keep oscillating for much longer times than
the 350 ps simulation, as translational energy can only be re-
moved by the interaction with droplet surface oscillations and
deformations.
The solvation of the ion is reflected in the 6p ← 6s
absorption spectrum of Ba+. The time resolved spectrum
has been obtained by the DF sampling method described in
Ref. 35. The 6p excited state He-Ba+ pair potentials required
for the calculations have been computed using the CI method
including single and double excitations (CISD), and using the
same pseudopotential and basis sets adopted for the ground
state. The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 reveals an obvious evo-
lution with time that could be quantitatively checked by time-
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FIG. 4. Snapshot of the helium density at 45 ps showing the snowball and a
quantized vortex ring. The circulation lines are represented in white.
resolved absorption experiments. At t = 1 ps, the spectrum is
red-shifted with respect to the corresponding gas phase transi-
tions, reflecting the non-equilibrium helium density distribu-
tion surrounding the Ba+ at the start of the evolution. During
the first 10 ps, as the helium rearranges to solvate the Ba+
ion, the spectrum shifts towards the blue, and a good agree-
ment with the experimental spectrum is observed. From 10 ps
onwards, the spectrum displays a small variation with time
reflecting the change in the helium environment as the Ba+
traverses the droplet.
The solvation of the Ba+ releases energy into the helium
droplet as a result of which helium atoms desorb from the
droplet during the evolution of the system. By monitoring the
number of atoms leaving the simulation box we find that most
of the atoms desorb from the droplet during the first 100 ps
at well-defined times, see Fig. 3. The atoms desorbing after
20 ps result from the formation of the solvation layer around
the Ba+ and leave the droplet in the backward direction, de-
fined as the direction opposite to the initial acceleration of
the Ba+. The peak at 80 ps is related to the reflection of the
Ba+ at the droplet surface which leads to a large deforma-
tion of the droplet and the desorption of helium atoms in the
forward direction. Since the desorption of these atoms is gov-
erned by dynamical processes, the amount of energy removed
from the droplet by an atom, ≈20 K, is substantially larger
than its binding energy of ≈6 K. At longer times the energy
appears to be dissipated by an evaporative-like process.
Besides the dynamic formation of the Ba+ snowball and
the time-resolved absorption spectrum of this cation, the most
interesting outcome of the calculations is the formation of a
vortex ring at the equator of the Ba+ solvation structure af-
ter about 13 ps, see Fig. 2 (Multimedia view). This vortex
ring slips around the ion and eventually detaches from it at
24 ps. The cross section of this vortex ring is readily recog-
nized as the two dark spots behind the ion bubble in the he-
lium density at t = 45 ps presented in Fig. 4. Superimposed
on the helium density displayed in this figures are the circula-
tion lines. These clearly reveal a circular flow field around the
vortex. Calculation of the circulation around the core yields
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a value of unity in units of h/mHe, indicating that this vor-
tex ring is quantized. The nucleation of the vortex is reflected
in the translational motion of the Ba+. As can be seen in
Fig. 3, the nucleation of the vortex temporarily decelerates
the ion bubble, that then accelerates anew when the vortex
detaches. Using this velocity change, the vortex energy can
be estimated to be on the order of 60 K. This value can be
compared to the vortex energy, Ering, calculated using the
expression:19, 36
Ering = 2π
2¯2
mHe
ρ0R
(
ln
8R
a
− 1.615
)
, (2)
with a the vortex core size, R the vortex radius and ρ0 the
helium number density at large distance. Taking the val-
ues for the present system, a = 0.7 Å, R = 4.2 Å, and ρ0
= 0.0218 Å−3 corresponding to the number density of a pure
helium droplet, we obtain an energy of ∼46 K. This com-
pares fairly well with the value determined from the veloc-
ity change of the Ba+, considering that Eq. (2) is only valid
in the limit of R  a. After detachment, the vortex ring
moves with a nearly constant speed of 50 m/s as determined
from the displacement of the vortex core in the time interval
t = 30 − 50 ps. This value is slightly less than the self-induced
speed of vring = 61 m/s for a vortex with the aforementioned
characteristics, as calculated from:19, 36
vring = ¯2 mHeR
(
ln
8R
a
− 0.615
)
. (3)
The vortex ring is eventually annihilated at 61 ps when it col-
lides with the Ba+ that has been reflected at the droplet sur-
face. The annihilation of the vortex ring leads to a strong re-
duction of the Ba+ speed, as is clearly visible in Fig. 3. At the
same time helium density waves emerge from the solvation
structure surrounding the Ba+ ion. These waves carry away
most of the energy released by the annihilation of the vortex.
The present results indicate that quantized vortex rings
are efficiently created in helium droplets by the solvation of
a Ba+ ion. From the calculations it becomes clear that vortex
nucleation is a local process, see Fig. 2 (Multimedia view).
Most likely the large structural changes in the liquid close to
the attractive impurity are responsible for the high efficiency
of the process. We therefore expect vortex nucleation to be
largely independent of droplet size and impurity. As alkali
atoms, like the heavy alkaline-earth atoms, are located at the
droplet surface and have strongly attractive ion-helium inter-
action potentials they should behave very similar to barium.
In particular, Na and Rb located at the surface of 4He droplets
are known to become solvated after ionization.37, 38 In view of
the local character of the process, it is quite likely that ring
vortices are also nucleated in helium droplets by the pickup
of atoms or molecules having strong attractive interactions
with the helium. We therefore conclude that, irrespective of
their detection, the formation of vortex rings in doped droplets
could be a much more common phenomenon than expected.
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2.2 Dynamics of photoexcited Ba+ cations in
4He nanodroplets
Resumen (Spanish)
Presentamos un estudio conjunto, experimental y teo´rico, sobre la emisio´n de
cationes de Ba en nanogotas de 4He excitados a trave´s de la transicio´n 6p ← 6s.
Los experimentos revelan un eficiente mecanismo de emisio´n que produce princi-
palmente cationes de Ba y exciplexes Ba+Hen con varios a´tomos de helio, siendo
mayoritariamente n = 1 y 2. Las distribuciones de velocidad de los cationes
quedan bien descritas por la distribucio´n de Maxwell-Boltzman con tempera-
turas entre 60 y 178 K dependiendo de la frecuencia de excitacio´n y del taman˜o
del exciplex.
Estos resultados han sido analizados mediante ca´lculos basados en una de-
scripcio´n de la gota de He en el marco de la Teor´ıa del Funcional de la Densi-
dad Dependiente del Tiempo. Mientras que la formacio´n dina´mica de exciplexes
queda descrita con precisio´n a trave´s de la TDDFT, aportando una u´til visio´n
microsco´pica de la estructura local de He en torno al catio´n excitado, la eyeccio´n
de la impureza no se ha producido en las simulaciones.
A pesar del desacuerdo entre teor´ıa y experimento, en este estudio se propor-
cionan u´tiles conocimientos acerca de los complejos procesos dina´micos que se
producen tras la excitacio´n electro´nica de impurezas en nanogotas de 4He.
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Dynamics of photoexcited Ba+ cations in 4He nanodroplets
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We present a joint experimental and theoretical study on the desolvation of Ba+ cations in 4He
nanodroplets excited via the 6p ← 6s transition. The experiments reveal an efficient desolvation
process yielding mainly bare Ba+ cations and Ba+Hen exciplexes with n = 1 and 2. The speed
distributions of the ions are well described by Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions with temperatures
ranging from 60 to 178 K depending on the excitation frequency and Ba+ Hen exciplex size. These
results have been analyzed by calculations based on a time-dependent density functional description
for the helium droplet combined with classical dynamics for the Ba+. In agreement with experiment,
the calculations reveal the dynamical formation of exciplexes following excitation of the Ba+ cation.
In contrast to experimental observation, the calculations do not reveal desolvation of excited Ba+
cations or exciplexes, even when relaxation pathways to lower lying states are included. C 2016 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4942850]
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the first ion drift experiments in liquid helium
by Williams in 1957,1 ions have played a crucial role in
elucidating the properties of superfluid 4He. One of the
highlights is undoubtedly the experimental determination of
the critical Landau velocity.2 The helium solvation structure
surrounding ions depends strongly on their charge. Due to
the Pauli repulsion an electron is located in a region void
of helium with a radius of typically 17 Å,3,4 giving this
structure a large effective hydrodynamic mass.5 The structure
around positive ions is very different as electrostriction leads
to the formation of high density helium shells (“snowballs”)
around cations.6,7 Details about these solvation structures can
be inferred from ion mobility experiments.8 In this context,
alkali earth cations are of special interest since their structure
is determined by the balance between electrostriction due to
the charge and the Pauli repulsion experienced by the unpaired
electron. Additional insight in the solvation structure can be
obtained from the spectroscopic investigation of the solvated
species, as spectra are strongly affected by the interaction
of the solute with helium. While most experiments have
focussed on the neutral species,9 also spectra of cations have
been recorded, most notably Ba+.10 The excitation spectrum
corresponding to the 6p ← 6s transition of Ba+ is found to
be substantially broadened and blue-shifted with respect to
the gas phase. In agreement with the ion mobility solvation
structure determination, the characteristics of the spectrum
could be largely reproduced by a bubble model.11
Compared to bulk helium, the solvation of atoms and
molecules is much less challenging when using helium
nanodroplets.12 As a result, most spectroscopic studies on
solutes in helium are performed using helium droplets,
see, for example, Refs. 13–15. From these experiments, the
temperature of the 4He droplets could be established to be
0.38 K.16 The electronic and vibrational spectra of glyoxal and
OCS, respectively, provided strong indications that these finite
size helium droplets are superfluid at this temperature.17,18
Recent drift experiments in helium droplets where neutral
atoms and molecules have been accelerated out of droplets by
electronic excitation have revealed the existence of a critical
Landau velocity in these droplets.19
In contrast to the large body of literature on the
spectroscopy of neutral species in helium droplets, that
involving ions is rather limited due to the technical challenges
associated with the production of ion containing droplets.20–22
Initial spectroscopic studies on ions in helium droplets have
revealed that the effect of the helium on the spectra of
charged species is similar as for neutral species. Similar
to neutrals, electronic spectra are characterized by sharp
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zero-phonon lines and broad phonon wings,23 while
vibrational spectra are characterized by narrow transitions
and small helium induced matrix shifts.24–26 Whereas the
spectroscopy for neutral and charged species is very similar,
their dynamics appear to be different. Vibrational excitation
of a neutral is followed by a fast transfer of the photon energy
from the molecule to the helium leading to the shrinking
of the helium droplet by evaporation of atoms from its
surface.27 In contrast, vibrational excitation of ions in helium
droplets is found to lead to a nonthermal desolvation process
in which the ions are ejected from the droplets.24,28,29 To
disentangle the role of vibrational and electronic excitation,
the desolvation of excited of Ba+ cations embedded in helium
droplets has recently been investigated.30 Here, in an attempt
to elucidate the desolvation process of ions, we report more
elaborate experiments on this system accompanied with a
theoretical modeling of the dynamics. The calculations are
based on a time-dependent density functional description
of the helium combined with classical dynamics for the
excited Ba+ cation. Helium density functional calculations
have been very successful in the past in describing static
properties of doped helium droplets, see, e.g., Ref. 31 and
references therein. Recently the time-dependent version has
been successfully applied to describe various dynamical
processes, like the capture of atoms by helium droplets,32
the solvation of ions,33,34 and the desorption of atoms from
helium droplets.35–37 Here we apply this method to investigate
the dynamics of excited Ba+ ions in helium nanodroplets.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Setup
Details of the experiment and the experimental setup
have been reported before.30,38,39 Helium droplets are formed
by expanding He gas at stagnation pressure of 30 bars into
vacuum through a cryogenically cooled 5 µm orifice. The
size distribution of these droplets can be systematically varied
by changing the source temperature.40 The helium droplets
on average pick up less than one Ba atom as they pass
through a heated oven containing barium dendritic crust. Via
a differential pumping stage the doped droplets enter a velocity
map imaging setup where the droplet beam is crossed at right
angles by two counter-propagating laser beams. The barium-
doped helium droplets are ionized by one-photon absorption
of a 42 283 cm−1 photon from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG
pumped dye laser. After a time delay of 185 ns, the barium
ions are excited via the 6p ← 6s transition by visible radiation
in the wavelength range of 430-500 nm provided by another
Nd:YAG pumped dye laser. The ions are accelerated towards a
position sensitive detector consisting of a set of microchannel
plates and a phosphor screen. A high-resolution CCD camera
takes snapshots of the phosphor screen at each laser shot. The
individual images are analyzed online and the centroids of the
ion impacts are determined. The velocity distributions of the
ions are determined by performing an inverse Abel transform
on the images constructed from the accumulated centroids.
Ion images can be recorded at a specific mass or masses by
gating the front of the detector at the arrival time of the ions
of interest. By feeding the electrical signal from the phosphor
screen into a multichannel scaler, time-of-flight mass spectra
can be recorded.
B. Results
As previously reported, upon ionization of the Ba atoms
the created Ba+ ions become solvated by the helium on a
picosecond time scale.30,34 Excitation of the solvated ions via
the 6p ← 6s transitions subsequently leads their desolvation.
The corresponding spectrum, recorded by monitoring the yield
of desolvated ions as a function of excitation frequency can be
found in Fig. 1 of Ref. 30. The D1 and D2 lines, corresponding
to the 2P1/2 ← 2S1/2 and 2P3/2 ← 2S1/2 transition, respectively,
are broadened and blue-shifted by approximately 500 cm−1
compared to the gas phase. The D2 line shows an additional
splitting of ∼400 cm−1. The product distribution of the
desolvated ions has been determined by time-of-flight mass
spectrometry at three excitation frequencies, 20 714, 22 425,
and 22 845 cm−1, corresponding to the D1 and the two D2
absorption maxima, respectively. Analysis of the mass spectra
reveals that approximately half of all ions are fully desolvated,
while the other half carries along one or more helium atoms,
see Fig. 1 which reports the relative Ba+Hen product yield.
The Ba+Hen product distributions depend weakly on the spin-
orbit state and are found to extend up to n = 25. Excitation
via the D1 transition yields the smallest amount of bare
Ba+ ions and a nearly similar amount of Ba+He. Excitation
of the D2 transition at low frequency yields the maximum
amount of bare Ba+ ions. Interestingly, excitation at the high
frequency part of the D2 transitions yields a slightly different
product distribution with a relatively large amount of Ba+Hen
exciplexes with 4 ≤ n ≤ 8.
In order to gain insight into the desolvation mechanism of
the excited ions their speed distributions have been determined
by velocity map imaging. A typical image is shown in the inset
of Fig. 2. It has been recorded following excitation via the
D1 transition of Ba+ ions solvated in droplets consisting
on average of 4000 helium atoms before pickup of Ba.
The image is characterized by an isotropic angular and a
smooth radial distribution. The speed distribution derived
FIG. 1. Relative yield of Ba+Hen exciplexes at selected excitation frequen-
cies determined from time-of-flight mass spectra recorded for Ba+ in droplets
containing an average of 4000 helium atoms before pickup of Ba.
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FIG. 2. Velocity map image (inset) and derived speed distribution recorded
following excitation via the D1 transition at 20 714 cm−1 of Ba+ embedded in
droplets containing on average 4000 helium atoms. The solid line is a fit to a
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution corresponding to a translational temperature
of 178 K.
from this image is shown in Fig. 2 and follows a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. A fit of the data yields a translational
temperature for these ions of 178 ± 4 K. The resulting
temperature is found to be independent of the size of the
droplets and laser intensity. Excitation via the D2 transition
yields also an isotropic angular and a Maxwell-Boltzmann
speed distribution. Although the photon energy in this case
is larger, the translational temperature is significantly lower,
i.e., 96 ± 4 K. This temperature is found to be independent of
droplet size, laser intensity, and excitation frequency within the
D2 band. In addition to the velocity distributions of bare Ba+
ions, those of the Ba+Hen exciplexes have been determined.
These too can be accurately described by Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributions. The resulting translational temperatures are
presented in Fig. 3. For excitation via the D1 transition
one observes a rapid decay of the translational temperature
with increasing number of helium atoms. For the larger
exciplexes the temperature gradually levels off to a value
of ∼60 K. Excitation via the D2 transitions yields a clearly
different temperature variation with the number of helium
atoms. After a decay of the translational temperature for
Ba+He, it increases again for larger exciplexes before leveling
FIG. 3. Translational temperature of desolvated Ba+ and Ba+Hen exciplexes
determined from speed distributions recorded following excitation of Ba+ at
selected frequencies.
off at approximately 60 K for the largest exciplexes. The
temperatures of all species are significantly larger than the
effective temperature corresponding to Ba+ moving with the
critical Landau velocity of 58 m/s, i.e., 28 K, indicating that
the desolvation mechanism differs from that of Ag.19
The difference between the Ba+Hen exciplex distributions
and the translational temperatures of the exciplexes for
D1 and D2 excitation clearly indicates that the dynamics
induced by the excitation of the ions depends on the excited
state. Spectroscopic studies of Ba+ in bulk have revealed
that 6p 2P3/2 population relaxes quickly to the 6p 2P1/2
state.10 Consequently, one has to conclude that the overall
dynamics is significantly affected by the 6p 2P3/2 → 6p 2P1/2
relaxation process. Unfortunately, it is not possible to deduce
any further details on the dynamics from the experimental
data. To gain insight we have therefore performed dynamical
simulations of excited Ba+@He1000 where we combine a
classical treatment of the Ba+ ion with a time-dependent DFT
(TDDFT) description of the helium.
III. THEORETICAL APPROACH
A. He–Ba+ pair potentials
One of the key ingredients for the dynamical simulations
presented in this study are the potential energy curves (PECs)
of the ground 2S and the excited 2P and 2D states of the
Ba+–He dimer. Accurate PECs for this system have recently
been computed by some of the present authors.34,41 This
section describes their salient features as well as additional
calculations providing further support to their accuracy.
The available ground state potential34 has been deter-
mined at the CCSD(T) level of theory using a high quality basis
set both for Ba+ and He, plus a set of bond functions placed
midway between the two nuclei. As a test of the reliability
of this PEC, we have conducted additional computations
using the same level of theory, basis set for He, and set
of bond functions, but a different pseudopotential for the
core electrons of Ba+ (Ref. 42) and a larger basis set for its
valence electrons (QZVP).43 The latter consists of 7s6p4d2f1g
gaussian functions instead of 7s5p3d1f. The position of the
minimum interaction energy and of the PEC turning point
(i.e., the internuclear distance where the interaction potential
becomes repulsive) shift towards shorter distances by less
than 0.05 Å, and the attractive well becomes more attractive
by roughly 2%. Such variations are not expected to play any
relevant role in the dynamics of Ba+–HeN aggregates when
Ba+ is in the electronic ground state, and hence in this study
we adopted the interatomic potential presented in Ref. 34.
The Ba+–He excited states relevant to the present
investigation (the lowest 2D and 2P states) have already
been determined using two variational approaches, i.e.,
Configurations Interaction including single and double
excitations (CISD), and Multi-Reference Configurations
Interaction (MRCI) containing up to triple excitations.41
The two sets of potentials are quantitatively very similar,
suggesting that the interaction energy is determined essentially
by the induction component, the electron dispersion energy,
and the Pauli repulsion at short internuclear distances.
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Indeed, these terms are well described by single and double
excitations, with minor contributions coming from higher
order excitations, as already observed in the interaction
between neutral coinage metal atoms and He.44 As a possible
alternative, we have tested a perturbative approach at second
order, Multi-Configuration Quasi-Degenerate Perturbation
Theory (MCQDPT) as implemented in the GAMESS-US
computational code,45 adopting the same pseudopotential and
basis sets of the MRCI potentials.41
The 2P excited state splits into a 2Σ and two degenerate
2Π states in Ba+–He (spin-orbit effects are not considered
at this stage). The 2Σ state is highly repulsive, as the Ba+
outermost electron occupies a p orbital pointing towards the
helium atom. CISD, MRCI, and MCQDPT computations
for this state yield very similar results, with differences in
interaction energy measuring just a few percent along the
entire range of internuclear distances considered. The PEC
of the 2Π state exhibits an attractive well due to the Ba+
outermost electron occupying a p orbital perpendicular to the
Ba+–He internuclear axis, which allows the He to interact with
the unscreened Ba+ core. The attractive well predicted by the
perturbative computations (516 cm−1 at the MCQDPT level)
is more attractive by about 6% compared to variational data
(485 cm−1 at the MRCI level of theory), and the turning point
of the potential is shifted by few hundredths of an Å towards
shorter distances.
The lower lying 2D state splits into a single 2Σ and two
sets of doubly degenerate 2Π and 2∆ states. The 2Σ is highly
repulsive, as the outermost electron of Ba+ occupies the d
orbital directed towards the He atom. We found no relevant
differences among the CISD, MRCI, and MCQDPT potentials.
The 2Π and 2∆ states have quite large well depths of 373 cm−1
and 220 cm−1, respectively, at the MRCI level. Perturbative
computations predict the attractive well to be deeper by about
15% compared to the MRCI data, and the PEC to shift to
shorter distances by about 0.10 Å.
Analogously to the ground state, the differences among
the available potentials and the MCQDPT data are not
expected to play a relevant role in the simulations of the
dynamics of Ba+–HeN aggregates following excitation. In the
present investigation we adopt the MRCI potentials41 for the
description of 2P and 2D states. To aid the discussion of the
results, we present in Fig. 4 the PEC corresponding to the 2S,
2P, and 2D states with the spin-orbit interaction included as
discussed in Refs. 41 and 46. The 2S ground state PEC has
already been used in the past to address the solvation of Ba+
in helium nanodroplets.33,34
B. Static density functional theory (DFT)
Before starting dynamical calculations we first consider
the energetics of the system using static DFT calculations.
Barium atoms captured by helium droplets are known to reside
in a dimple at the surface of the droplet,47,48 an experimental
fact well reproduced by DFT calculations.49 If the Ba atom
is subsequently photoionized, the resulting cation becomes
solvated by the helium by sinking into the droplet.30,34
The energy available for this process is determined by
the energy difference between the equilibrium configuration,
FIG. 4. 2S, 2P, and 2D Ba+–He pair potentials. The splitting introduced by
the spin-orbit interaction has been included.
corresponding to Ba+ at the center of the droplet, and that
corresponding to Ba+ residing at the surface dimple. Both of
these can be obtained by static DFT calculations. We have
considered a droplet made of N = 1000 helium atoms and
have first obtained the structure of the neutral Ba-droplet
complex in the ground state. In view of the large mass of
barium compared to that of helium, we describe the Ba atom
and its cation as classical particles in the dynamics while their
effect on the statics is incorporated as an external field acting
upon the droplet.36,50 Accordingly, the energy of the system is
written as
E[ρ] =

dr

~2
2mHe
∇ρ(r)2 + EHe[ρ(r)]
+

dr ρ(r)VX(|rBa − r|), (1)
where EHe is the potential energy density per unit volume,
ρ(r) is the He atom density at point r, and rBa is the impurity
location.
The Ba+–He and Ba–He ground state pair potentials VX
have been taken from Refs. 34 and 51, respectively. The
density functional (DF) used in the present work is a modified
version of the Orsay-Trento functional52 able to handle very
structured helium configurations as those expected to appear
around fairly attractive impurities such as cations.53
Upon variation of Eq. (1) one obtains the Euler-Lagrange
equation. The equilibrium helium density ρ0(r) and the
location of the dopant atom rBa0 can be determined from
− ~
2
2mHe
∇2 + δ
δρ
EHe + VX(|rBa − r|)

Ψ0(r) = µΨ0(r),
(2)
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where µ is the chemical potential of the He droplet
and Ψ0(r) ≡

ρ0(r). Eq. (2) has been solved in Cartesian
coordinates using a spatial grid of 0.4 Å. The derivatives
have been calculated with 13-point formulas. Extensive use of
fast-Fourier techniques54 has been made to efficiently calculate
the energy density and mean field potential.
A two-dimensional view of the dimple state configuration
of the neutral Ba atom can be seen in Fig. 2 of Ref. 34. The
Ba atom is located 22.6 Å away from the center of the 4He1000
droplet. Upon photoionization, the energy of the cation sitting
at this position is obtained from Eq. (1) using the non-relaxed
helium density and the Ba+–He ground state pair potential.
This yields an energy of −5622 K for the Ba+@4He1000 system
(the DFT energy of the pure 4He1000 droplet is −5401 K). The
helium density profile of Ba+@4He1000 corresponding to the
equilibrium position at the center of the droplet can be seen in
Fig. 3 of Ref. 33. It has an energy of −6461 K. If we assume
that the outgoing electron created in the ionization process
does not transfer energy to the helium, an assumption justified
by the corresponding photoelectron spectrum,48 the energy
deposited into the droplet by the photoionization process is
calculated to be 839 K. In the course of the dynamics, part of
this energy will be taken away by ejected helium atoms34 and
part will remain in the system shared between kinetic energy
of the impurity and excited droplet modes.
Quasi-static Ba+-droplet configurations in which the
cation resides at a fixed distance from the center-of-mass
(COM) of the helium moiety can be obtained by a constrained
energy minimization.55 Fig. 5 shows the energy of these quasi-
static configurations, which we will refer to as “stretched
configurations,” as a function of the distance between the
cation and the center-of-mass of the helium moiety, Z0.
The energies are referenced to the equilibrium energy
corresponding to Z0 = 0. The distance corresponding to the
equilibrium position of the neutral Ba atom is indicated
by an arrow. At this distance the energy of the stretched
configuration is smaller than the energy deposited into the
droplet upon ionization of the neutral Ba. This difference is
because the stretched helium configuration has been obtained
by minimization of the constrained energy whereas this
is not the case for the dimple configuration, as discussed
above.
If the system is stretched far enough, the droplet-Ba+
complex breaks into a “charged minicluster” containing some
170 helium atoms tightly bound to the Ba+ cation plus a
neutral droplet with the remaining helium. Fig. 5 shows
that the charged minicluster configuration is energetically
favorable for Z0 & 38 Å. Before the breaking, the stretched
configurations display a preformed charged minicluster
connected to the rest of the droplet by a “neck.” Fig. 5 also
shows the existence of metastable configurations of either
kind before and after the crossing point. Also shown are
the densities of a stretched and a minicluster configuration
corresponding to Z0 = 37.6 Å whose energies only differ by
6.5 K. It is worth nothing that the system has to be significantly
stretched to reach the scission point where the charged
minicluster configuration appears, i.e., some 15 Å away from
the original location of the neutral Ba atom on the droplet
surface, whose radius is 22.2 Å for N = 1000. Such stretched
FIG. 5. Energy of the stretched configuration (solid line) as a function of the
distance to the COM of the helium moiety. The dashed line represents the
energy of the charged minicluster configuration. Both energies are referred
to that of the equilibrium configuration of Ba+ at the center of the droplet
(−6461 K). Indicated by an arrow is the distance of the neutral Ba at the
dimple surface to the center of the helium droplet before photoionization.
Also shown are stretched and charged minicluster configurations, the latter
containing about 170 He atoms, corresponding to Z0= 37.6 Å.
scission configurations have been found in the past for the
fission of 3He droplets.56
This analysis indicates that the energy deposited into the
droplet by the photoionization of the neutral Ba at the dimple
(839 K) is in principle large enough to allow the appearance
of stretched configurations leading to charged minicluster
formation (509.5 K). However, actual dynamic calculations36
indicate that this is rather unrealistic. We therefore conclude
that the desolvation of excited Ba+ cations as observed
experimentally is not related to charged miniclusters formed
upon ionization of the system.
To address the dynamics of the excited Ba+ ion one has
to resort to a time-dependent description. The more ambitious
strategy consists of modeling the experiment, starting from
the photoionization of the neutral Ba atom at the surface
dimple and followed by the photoexcitation of the Ba+ cation
some time after its creation. The first part of this process has
been reported in Ref. 34 where the dynamics of the cation
in the ground state was followed for more than 200 ps. This
is a long time period for the calculations but short compared
to the experimental time scale. In the experiments the time
delay between ionization and excitation is 185 ns using laser
pulses having a duration of 5 ns. A less ambitious strategy
assumes that during its dynamic evolution the ground state
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Ba+ cation has been taken to a stretched configuration from
which it is then photoexcited to the 2P manifold. In either
approach, one might expect that excitation can lead to the
desolvation of the cation either because the interaction of the
droplet with the excited cation is repulsive—as in the case for
the silver atom36—or because the helium supersonic density
waves launched in the excitation process break the “neck”
of the stretched configuration and simultaneously remove a
sizable number of helium atoms initially located around the
excited cation.
C. Time-dependent DFT
The dynamics presented in this work haven been obtained
within the TDDFT approach.57,58 We refer the reader to
Refs. 32–37 for a thorough discussion of the approach and
how it has been implemented in some applications. For
the sake of completeness and to aid the discussion, we
briefly discuss the method of Ref. 36. The basic ingredients
are the Born-Oppenheimer approximation that allows to
factorize the electronic and nuclear wave functions, the
Franck-Condon approximation which assumes that the atomic
nuclei do not change their positions or momenta during
the electronic transition,59 and the use of the diatomics-in-
molecule approximation60 that combined with DFT to describe
the droplet-impurity complex allows factorizing the impurity
and He nuclear components.
We introduce a complex effective wave function ΨHe(r, t)
representing the helium moiety that is evolved following the
TDDFT prescription. The displacement of the cation position
rBa+(t) is treated classically. The spin-orbit (SO) interaction
is included as indicated in Ref. 61, by writing the electron
angular momentum in Cartesian coordinates i = x, y, z and the
spin state as s =↑ (ms = 1/2), ↓ (ms = −1/2). The magnitude of
the SO interaction is fixed to reproduce the spin-orbit splitting
of bare Ba+ in the 6p 2P states being 1690.84 cm−1.62
The evolution of the electronic excited state of Ba+ is
described by introducing an additional degree of freedom, a
six-component vector |λ⟩ written in terms of same basis for
spin and angular momentum used for the SO interaction
|λ⟩ =

is
λis |i, s⟩. (3)
The vector is normalized |⟨λ |λ⟩|2 = 1. Notice that states as,
e.g., |x ↑⟩ are referred to in the literature as px ↑.59 The
complete set of dynamical variables characterizing the system
thus consists of a complex effective wavefunction for helium
ΨHe(r, t) such that ρ(r, t) = |ΨHe(r, t)|2, a vector position for
the impurity, rBa+(t), and a 6-dimensional complex vector for
its electronic state |λ(t)⟩. The total energy of the Ba+@4He1000
complex suddenly excited to the 2P manifold is written
as
E[Ψ,rBa+, λ] =

dr
~2
2mHe
|∇Ψ|2 + p
2
Ba+
2mBa+
+

dr EHe[ρ] + ⟨λ |VSO|λ⟩
+

dr ρ(r)Vλ(r − rBa+). (4)
We have followed the prescription of Ref. 61 to write the pair
potential as a direction-dependent combination of Π and Σ
potentials determined in Ref. 41,
Vλ(r) = ⟨λ |V(r)|λ⟩ =

i j ss′
λ∗isV i j ss
′(r)λ j s′, (5)
where the six-dimensional matrix operatorV has components
V i j ss′(r) =

VΠ(r)δi j + (VΣ(r) − VΠ(r))rir jr2

δss′. (6)
The following coupled 3D time-dependent system,
resulting from the variation of the action, has to be solved to
obtain the dynamical evolution of the system
i~
∂
∂t
ΨHe =

− ~
2
2mHe
∇2 + δEHe
δρ(r) + Vλ(r − rBa+)

ΨHe
i~
∂
∂t
|λ⟩ = H |λ⟩,
mBa+r¨Ba+ = −∇rBa+

drρ(r)Vλ(r − rBa+)

= −

dr∇ρ(r)Vλ(r − rBa+),
(7)
where the t-dependence of the dynamical variables is omitted
for clarity. The electronic state Hamiltonian H is a 6 × 6
matrix whose elements are given by
H i j ss
′
=

dr ρ(r)V i j ss′(r − rBa+0) + V
i j ss′
SO
. (8)
Equations (7) have been solved within the same box
and using the same grid as for the static problem. The
time step employed is 0.5 fs. We have used a predictor-
modified-corrector method63 fed by a few time steps obtained
by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill algorithm.63 When the
energy deposited into the helium droplet is high enough
as a consequence of the occurring physical process, it may
happen that some helium density, representing evaporated
helium atoms, leaves the droplet and eventually hits the
box boundary. To prevent that these usually few “atoms”
bounce back, we have included an absorbing potential.64 As
a result, particle—and thus energy—leaking appears when
some helium density arrives near the walls of the calculation
box where the absorbing potential acts. This leaking represents
helium atoms leaving the droplet and the energy carried away
by them.
To solve Eqs. (5)–(8) initial values for the variables
are required. As starting configuration we have chosen that
corresponding to the turning point reached by the Ba+ in the
ground state 223 ps after the ionization of neutral Ba in the
surface dimple state.34 At this time, the distance between the
cation and the COM of the droplet is 11.1 Å. The associated
helium density ρ0(r)—or effective wave function Ψ0(r)—and
cation position rBa+0 define the initial conditions, as r˙Ba+0 = 0 at
the turning point. This starting configuration is shown in the
top left panel of Fig. 6, together with the corresponding Vλ
potentials.
There remains to fix the initial |λ⟩ state. This has been
done by choosing one of the eigenstates resulting from
the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H at the time of
excitation. If the helium density is spherically symmetric
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FIG. 6. Top left panel: Turning point of Ba+ taken as starting configuration for the dynamics. The bright white spots correspond to high density regions. The
other panels display the 2P Vλ Ba+–He potentials corresponding to this configuration. The isopotential lines are 100 K apart.
around the cation, the first term in the matrix defined by
Eq. (8) is proportional to the identity.61 As a result of the
diagonalization one obtains the usual J = 1/2 and J = 3/2
eigenvectors pertaining to the spin-orbit interaction. However,
when the cation is located off center, its environment is only
axially symmetric. In this case, two of the VSO eigenstates
corresponding to J = 3/2 are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
H , as are linear combinations of the other four. For the
helium distributions considered here this effect turns out to
be a small perturbation. The mixed eigenstates are such that
they still have ⟨J⟩ ≃ 1/2 and ⟨J⟩ ≃ 3/2. This allows us to label
the electronic states that we take as initial condition for
the dynamics as |λ⟩ = |3/2⟩ for the pure J = 3/2 state, and
|λ⟩ = |1/2⟩ and |λ⟩ = |3/2⟩ for the mixed states. In a more
conventional notation the |1/2⟩ configuration is referred to as
2P1/2 (D1), while the other two electronic states |3/2⟩ and
|3/2⟩ are referred to as the 2P3/2 (D2) configuration. There
are different possibilities to label the excited states of the
Ba+-droplet complex. In the following we adhere to the
Hund’s case (a) notation, as discussed, e.g., in Ref. 65. In this
scheme the electronic states are labeled as 2S+1ΛΩ, S being
the spin of the system, Λ being the projection of the orbital
angular momentum onto the axis, defined by the cation and
the COM of the helium droplet, and Ω being the projection of
the total electronic angular momentum onto this axis.
The three Vλ potentials V (2Π1/2), V (2Π3/2), and V (2Σ1/2)
corresponding to the eigenvectors |1/2⟩, |3/2⟩, and |3/2⟩ respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 6 for the ρ0 density corresponding
to the selected turning point. Because the Σ pair potential is
mostly repulsive and the Π pair potential has a deep attractive
well, the resulting Vλ potentials, see Eq. (6), have quite
different shapes. V (2Π1/2) is spherically symmetric and has a
minimum of about 10 K at a distance of 6.5 Å and becomes
repulsive at a distance of 5.5 Å. V (2Σ1/2) is similar but is not
spherically symmetric as it has an annular minimum of about
10 K. The V (2Π3/2) potential reveals two deep wells with
depths of about 600 K that are localized along the symmetry
axis of the system. Hence, exciplex formation for this excited
Ba+ state is very likely. Indeed, in cold helium gas efficient
exciplex formation has been detected for Ba+ excited to the
2P3/2 state.66
The excited state potentials, Vλ, play a crucial role in
the dynamical evolution of the system, see Eqs. (7). Their
characteristics allows one to infer the outcome of the dynamics
without performing actual time-dependent calculations. The
depths of the V (2Π1/2) and V (2Σ1/2) potentials are rather
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FIG. 7. 2D Vλ Ba+–He potentials corresponding to the same turning point configuration of Fig. 6 shown again in the top left panel. The isopotential lines are
100 K apart. The states 2∆3/2 and 2Π1/2 correlate with the 2D3/2 state, and the states 2∆5/2, 2Σ1/2, and 2Π3/2 with the 2D5/2 state.
similar to that of the He-He potential. Consequently, it is
questionable whether the Ba+ cation will be ejected from the
droplet if it is excited to any of the corresponding states.
In contrast, the corresponding potentials for silver, which
has been found to be ejected from the droplets, are much
shallower.36,39 Analogous to silver, the V (2Π3/2) potential is
very attractive and the excited Ba+ is expected to remain
attached to the droplet. To further assess the possible ejection,
let us consider the Ancilotto parameter for these potentials67
which is defined as λA = ρ ϵ rmin/(21/6σ), where ϵ and rmin
are the depth and position of the He-impurity pair potential
well, and ρ and σ are the density and surface tension of liquid
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helium. For values of λA & 1.9, the impurity will be solvated
inside the liquid. The V (2Π1/2) and V (2Σ1/2) potentials yield
λA ∼ 4.6, suggesting that a Ba+ cation excited to these states
will not be ejected. For comparison, we find λA ∼ 0.5 for
Ag. Even if we consider the motion of the Ba+ cation inside
the droplet, ejection is very unlikely since the translational
energy for a cation produced by photoexcitation of the neutral
atom at the surface has been found to be small.34 Finally, we
would like to point out that the experimentally observed speed
distributions of Ba+ and Ag are quite different. While those
of Ag are well described by a Gaussian with a cut off at high
speeds, those of Ba+ can be described by Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. This seems to suggest that desolvation of both
species is governed by different processes.
Having in mind these expectations, we have followed
the dynamic evolution of the system for some particular
starting configurations after photoexciting the Ba+ cation.
These correspond to turning points and passages through the
droplet center as found in the dynamical calculations of the
ground state Ba+ ion; if the starting configuration is not a
turning point, the initial velocity of the photoexcited cation,
r˙Ba+0 , is that of the Ba
+ cation at the photoexcitation point. In
the case corresponding to the turning point at 223 ps discussed
above, we have found that after excitation of the Ba+ cation
to the |2Σ1/2⟩ state, which is most favorable for ejection, the
ion bubble first expands to adjust to the larger radius of the
excited state, and eventually moves towards the center of
the droplet. Similar observations have been made for other
starting configurations. In all cases no ejection of the excited
Ba+ was found.
Additional calculations have been performed using as
starting configuration the metastable stretched configuration
corresponding to Z0 = 44.6 Å. Since the bubble containing
the ion is larger in the excited states, excitation of the ion
will cause an outgoing density wave which might lead to the
breaking of the neck and lead to the desolvation of the Ba+
cation. However, the calculations reveal that the density waves
are unable to break the neck for this extreme configuration.
This leads us to conclude that the excited Ba+ cation is not
ejected from the helium droplet within the present approach.
Analogous to the 2P states, we have calculated the
interaction potentials for the 2D states of Ba+. These states
might play a role in the cation dynamics as they might become
populated following radiative decay from the 2P1/2 state of
the cation. We present in the Appendix a generalization of
the method of Ref. 36 to describe the dynamics in the 2D
manifold. Fig. 7 shows the Ba+–He Vλ potentials relevant for
the dynamics and the calculation of the emission spectrum
presented in Sec. IV. These Vλ potentials are all very attractive
with wells more than 100 K deep yielding cation bubbles
whose radius is smaller than that of the 2P states. Based on
these characteristics of the potentials we conclude that it is
unlikely that Ba+ is ejected from the droplets after population
of the 2D states by radiative decay from 2P states.
D. Exciplexes
Since the experiments reveal efficient Ba+Hen exciplex
formation, we have explored the formation of exciplexes
around Ba+ 2P1/2 and their possible ejection from the droplets.
As we will show in Sec. IV, these exciplexes also play an
important role in the emission spectrum of the photoexcited
cation.
The rationale for this exploration is provided by diffusion
Monte Carlo (DMC) calculations that found stable linear
Ba+(2Π1/2)He2 complexes with a distance of some 3 Å between
the central Ba+ ion and the two He atoms.41 This distance is
smaller than the radius of the excited cation bubble, as can
be seen from Fig. 6. The bubble and linear configurations are
separated by an energy barrier that apparently the TDDFT
dynamics reported above has not been able to overcome.
At variance, the formation of the Ba+(2Π3/2)He2 complex is
a barrierless process whose existence has been found in the
present TDDFT dynamics. The DMC calculations furthermore
reveal the existence of ring-like Ba+(2Π1/2)Hen configurations
for n < 8.41
Interestingly, linear and ring Cs∗Hen exciplexes were also
found in solid helium68–70 and discussed within a model that
can be straightforwardly applied to Ba+. Although being far
much simpler than DFT and DMC approaches, the model is
realistic enough to allow for a semi-quantitative description
of Ba+(2Π1/2)Hen and Ba+(2Π3/2)Hen complexes. Thus, it is
worth digressing from DFT and present its the results which
will serve as a guide for more involved developments.
Following Refs. 68 and 71, the interaction between the
Ba+ cation and n He atoms is described by Eq. (8), fixing the
origin of coordinates at the cation location and replacing the
integral over the density by a sum on the He atoms. For the
linear n = 2 configuration, both He atoms are axially located
on opposite sides of the Ba+ cation at a distance r . For the
n > 2 ring configurations the He atoms are evenly distributed
along a ring of radius r centered at the cation. The total He-He
energy is then added to the cation-He interaction as a sum of
pair interactions. We have taken for the He-He interaction the
screened Lennard-Jones potential that enters the definition of
the Orsay-Trento functional and have checked that the results
presented below are sensibly the same if one uses the He-
He Aziz potential.72 After adding the spin-orbit interaction,
one obtains the total energy of the complex as a function
of r .
Diagonalizing the total energy for a given n as a function
of r yields the PECs that correlate with the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2
He-cation potentials at long distances. Fig. 8 displays these
PECs for n = 2 and 7. Both PEC reveal a minimum at r ∼ 3 Å,
indicating that linear and ring exciplexes can be formed for
Ba+ 2Π1/2. The exciplex energy, taken as the well depth of
the Ba+(2Π1/2)Hen PEC, is displayed in Fig. 9 as a function
of n. As for Cs∗Hen and Rb∗Hen exciplexes,68,71 the exciplex
energy increases with increasing n, except between n = 2 and
n = 3. Eventually, for n > 7 the distance between neighboring
He atoms becomes so small that the He-He repulsion starts
to compete with the cation-He attraction. Also shown in
this figure is the height of the energy barrier connecting the
potential well and the free ion. It shows a dramatic increase
going from n = 2 to n = 3, indicating that the formation of
small exciplexes will be most efficient.
The 2D states can also be incorporated in the simplified
exciplex model discussed above by using the expressions in
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FIG. 8. Top panel: Ba+(2Π1/2)He2 PEC as a function of the distance r
between each He atom and the Ba+ cation. Bottom panel: Ba+(2Π1/2)He7
PEC as a function of the radius r of the ring exciplex. In both cases, for a
given r we also display the energy of the 2S and 2D PEC obtained for the
same linear or ring configuration.
the Appendix. A straightforward calculation similar to that
carried out for the 2P states yields the PECs in Fig. 8 that
correlate to the 2D5/2 and 2D3/2 states of Ba+ at large r values.
For completeness and further reference we also show in the
figure the He-Ba+ PEC correlating to the 2S1/2 state of the
Ba+ cation obtained by using the He-Ba+ ground state pair
potential.
FIG. 9. Exciplex energy (bottom panel) and barrier height (top panel) of
Ba+(2Π1/2)Hen configurations as a function of n referred to the energy of
the 2P1/2 state of the Ba+ cation.
IV. EMISSION SPECTRUM
As discussed above, Ba+(2Π1/2)Hen exciplex formation
might play a role in the dynamics and therefore has been
addressed within the DFT approach. Before attempting to
model the desolvation we first analyze the emission spectrum
of the cation from the 2P to the 2S ground and the 2D excited
states. This allows us to verify the method by comparing
the calculated emission spectra with those recorded in bulk
helium.10 The experimental emission spectrum was found to
be identical for D1 and D2 excitations and to consist of three
bands located at 491 nm (20 366 cm−1), 523 nm (19 120 cm−1),
and 648 nm (15 432 cm−1). A comparison of the free cation
transitions and the experimental spectra indicates that the
resonances at 20 366 cm−1 and 15 432 cm−1 likely correspond
to the 2S1/2 ← 2P1/2 and 2D3/2 ← 2P1/2 transitions involving
the Ba+(2Π1/2) bubble configuration.10,11 No emission lines
were experimentally detected that could be associated to
transitions from the 2P3/2 state. This was interpreted that
following excitation via the D2 band the population of the
2P3/2 states quickly relaxes to the 2P1/2 state.10 Recently it has
been argued41 that the line observed at 19 120 cm−1, for which
no conclusive explanation was offered at the time, might arise
from the emission from the Ba+(2Π1/2)He2 exciplex.
To calculate the emission spectrum within DFT, we have
to determine the relaxed helium configuration around the
|λ⟩ 2P states—defined in Eq. (3)—of a Ba+ cation located
at the center of a 4He1000 droplet. The size of this droplet
is large enough to allow for a sensible comparison with
the emission spectrum in bulk liquid helium. We look for
stationary solutions to Eqs. (7) by introducing the usual
t-dependence for stationary states
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ΨHe(r, t) → e−ıµt/~ΨHe(r),
|λ(r, t)⟩ → e−ıϵλt/~|λ(r)⟩, (9)
where µ is the helium chemical potential and ϵλ is the
eigenvalue of the electronic state of the excited Ba+ in the
presence of helium. Placing the impurity at rBa+ = 0 and
keeping it at rest, the relaxed configuration is obtained by
solving the coupled equations
− ~
2
2mHe
∇2 + δEHe
δρ(r) + Vλ(r)

ΨHe = µΨHe,
H |λ⟩ = ϵλ |λ⟩,
(10)
where Vλ(r) has been defined in Eq. (5). The procedure to
determine the relaxed configuration is as follows:
1. Define a sensible helium density configuration, e.g.,
corresponding to the ground state Ba+ cation at the center
of the droplet.
2. Determine the internal electronic states corresponding to
that helium density by diagonalizing Eq. (8). This yields
three two-fold degenerate states |λ⟩. Choose one of them
and build the potential Vλ(r), Eq. (5).
3. Using Vλ(r), carry out a relaxation step as indicated by
the first Eq. (10) to determine the new ρ(r) and H . Iterate
until µ and ϵλ converge.
For the calculation of the emission spectrum we focus on the
V (2Π1/2) potential, since all experimentally observed emission
originates form the 2P1/2 state. Fig. 10 shows the relaxed
Ba+(2Π1/2) bubble state (top left configuration) using the
helium density configuration corresponding to the ground
state Ba+ cation as initial guess. Comparison of the helium
density profiles reveals an increase of the ion bubble radius
with approximately 1.2 Å. Upon convergence, the total energy
of the droplet-Ba+ complex is given by
E[Ψ,r, λ] =

dr
~2
2mHe
|∇Ψ|2 +

dr EHe[ρ]
+ ⟨λ |VSO|λ⟩ +

dr ρ(r)Vλ(r). (11)
Evaluation of this expression reveals that relaxation of the
helium lowers the energy of the system by 575 cm−1, see
Fig. 10.
The method outlined above works well provided the
electronic state Hamiltonian is dominated by the spin-orbit
term, as it is for bubble configurations. At variance, for
FIG. 10. Cation-helium configurations at different stages of the 2S
→ 2P→ 2S absorption-emission cycle. Left-hand cycle: Relaxation around the
Ba+(2Π1/2) bubble state. Right-hand cycle: Relaxation around the Ba+(2Π1/2)
linear exciplex. The energies of the radiative transitions and of the relaxation
stages are indicated.
exciplex configurations the contribution of the helium term
to Hamiltonian Eq. (8) has been found to be more sizeable
and finding these configurations has required a somewhat
different strategy, since the present method always leads to
bubble configurations.
The Ba+(2Π1/2)Hen exciplex configurations can be readily
obtained by starting from a bubble configuration for the helium
density supplemented with an electronic state |λ⟩ appropriate
for the sought-after exciplex. This state is previously
determined within the simplified model of Refs. 68 and 71.
Upon relaxation of both the helium density and electronic
state, the exciplex configuration is obtained. Figure 11 shows
two DFT configurations corresponding to a linear and ring
exciplex similar to the DMC sampled configurations discussed
in Ref. 41. It is worth noticing that the exciplexes persist as
isolated entities even in the presence of the other helium
atoms making up the droplet. More precisely, we find that
both exciplexes are fully contained inside the cation bubble.
Calculation of the energy reveals that the linear exciplex
configuration is 251 cm−1 more stable than the relaxed bubble
configuration, see Fig. 10. Based on the energetics one expects
that excitation of the Ba+ cation leads to exciplex formation,
as experimentally observed.
Integrating the helium density inside the Ba+ bubble we
find that it corresponds to 4He atoms for the linear structure,
FIG. 11. Left panel: Ba+(2P1/2) linear
exciplex. Right panel: Ba+(2P1/2) ring
exciplex. Both exciplexes induce some
replicas (density “blobs”) at or near the
cation bubble surface.
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FIG. 12. Emission spectrum obtained from the de-excitation of the relaxed
2P1/2 state of the Ba+ cation. The gaussian lines in black are the experimental
results of Ref. 10.
and to 12 atoms for the ring structure. The DFT approach
thus has a tendency to overestimate the helium contents by
about a factor of two in the regions of space where the fluid
is strongly confined by very attractive interaction potentials.
Hence, these high density spots should be taken with care
if one identifies them with atoms. This drawback can only
be cured by going beyond the fluid-like description inherent
to DFT and switching to a discrete, atomic-like description,
which is beyond the scope of the present work.
Once the relaxed helium configurations have been
determined, their energies can be readily calculated. As can
be seen in Fig. 10, for the ground state the exciplex is highest
in energy. Based on these energy calculations the emission
spectrum of the Ba+(2Π1/2) linear exciplex is expected to
be red-shifted with respect to that of the Ba+(2Π1/2) bubble
state by approximately 1000 cm−1. The actual calculation
of the emission spectrum proceeds in a way similar to that
of the absorption spectrum as described, e.g., in Ref. 61.
More relevant details of the procedure are given in the
Appendix. Fig. 12 shows the calculated emission lines from the
Ba+(2Π1/2) bubble state to the 2S1/2 and 2D3/2 states, together
with the emission line of the Ba+(2Π1/2) linear exciplex state to
the 2S1/2 state. For comparison we also show the reconstructed
experimental spectrum.10 The agreement between theory and
experiment is rather good, confirming the suggestion that the
experimentally observed line at 19 120 cm−1 corresponds to
emission from the Ba+(2Π1/2) linear exciplex to the ground
state.41 The larger linewidth found in the calculations for this
transition is likely related to the overestimation of the number
of helium atoms in the linear exciplex, as mentioned before.
The transitions of the Ba+(2Π1/2) linear exciplex to the various
D states have also been calculated and fall in the region
of 14 000–16 000 cm−1. However, no experimental emission
spectrum has been reported in this region of the spectrum.10
V. EXCIPLEX DYNAMICS
The experiments reveal a large yield of small Ba+Hen
exciplexes. In agreement with this result the static calculations
find that the formation of linear exciplex is energetically
favorable. To address the role of complexes in the dynamical
evolution of the system we have investigated the complex
formation within the TDDFT framework. As before, we
arbitrarily start from the turning point configuration of ground
state Ba+ 223 ps after the ionization of the neutral Ba atom.
But instead of taking as initial vector state |λ⟩ an eigenstate
of H , we choose, as indicated in Sec. IV, a vector state
corresponding to an exciplex configuration. The justification
for this choice being that such a distribution will be probed
by helium density fluctuations. As shown in the movies
related to Fig. 13 (Multimedia view), we find that during the
first picoseconds following the excitation the helium density
adjusts to form a linear exciplex. This exciplex is tightly
bound to the droplet and remains almost stationary while
density waves travel through the helium droplet. Analogous
to our observations for the bubble configurations discussed
above we find that the exciplex is not ejected during the further
evolution of the systems.
Inspection of the potential energy curves for the exci-
plexes in Fig. 8 reveals that at the exciplex 2P1/2 equilibrium
distance the energy of the ground state configuration is
strongly increased. Consequently, upon radiative relaxation to
the ground state this large amount of energy will be released
into the droplet. To determine whether this could lead to
the desolvation of Ba+, we have followed the dynamics of
the system after de-excitation. The results can be seen in
the movies related to Fig. 13 (Multimedia view), where we
show the formation of the linear exciplex when the cation is
FIG. 13. 2D He densities 5 ps after
de-excitation from the P1/2 linear
exciplex configuration to the 2S1/2
(left) and D3/2 states (right). (Multime-
dia view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.
1063/1.4942850.1][URL: http://dx.doi.
org/10.1063/1.4942850.2]
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about to reach the turning point at 223 ps and its subsequent
evolution after being de-excited to the 2S1/2 and 2D3/2 states.
To distinguish the formation and de-excitation stages, we
have represented the cation with different colors, yellow for
the former and green for the latter process. Inspection of the
movies related to Fig. 13 (Multimedia view) reveals a fast
formation of the exciplex as discussed above. After 5 ps the
system is de-excited to either the 2S1/2 or the 2D3/2 state. In
both cases, the helium quickly rearranges around the Ba+ due
to the change in interaction potential. As expected, relaxation
to the 2S1/2 ground state leads to the formation of a bubble
configuration. In contrast, relaxation to the 2D3/2 state leads to
the formation of a non-linear exciplex. The transitional motion
of the Ba+ is found to depend strongly on the electronic state.
After relaxation to the 2D3/2 state the Ba+ remains almost
stationary, while following relaxation to the 2S1/2 state the ion
is accelerated towards the surface of the droplet. However,
before the Ba+ can escape from the droplet it is accelerated
back towards the center of the droplet. Based on these results
we conclude that radiative relaxation of Ba+ 2P1/2 does not
lead to desolvation of the cation.
VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
We have carried out a combined experimental and
theoretical investigation of the dynamics of Ba+ cations in
helium droplets photoexcited to the 6p 2P manifold. An
analysis of the experimental results has been carried out
within a full dynamical, three dimensional approach that
combines a time-dependent DFT description of the helium
with a classical dynamics description of the impurity. This
theoretical approach has been successfully employed in the
past to describe a wide variety of experimentally observed
dynamical processes.32–37 In the present study it successfully
reproduces the experimental emission spectrum of the Ba+
cation.10 The calculated spectrum depends critically on the
helium configurations around the excited 2P Ba+ impurity.
The good agreement with experiment implies that our DFT
approach correctly describes the static and dynamic formation
of Ba+Hen exciplexes as well. In spite of these achievements,
the method does not yield the desolvation of excited Ba+ ions
found in the experiments. This raises the question as to what
causes this discrepancy.
A first issue to discuss in this context is the interpretation
of the experimental data. The suggestion that Ba+ cations are
ejected from the helium droplets is based on time-of-flight
mass spectra which reveal an increase in the number of Ba+
ions and Ba+Hen exciplexes accompanied by a reduction
of signal corresponding to ion-containing helium droplets.
However, the signal-to-noise ratio of the mass spectra on which
this conclusion is based is rather low due to the presence of a
large background in the mass range corresponding to the ion
doped droplets. As a result it becomes difficult to determine
whether the ion-doped droplet signal is depleted, which would
indicate ejection of the ion, or shifted to lower mass which
would be compatible with a (partial) evaporation of the droplet.
Furthermore, it has not been possible to determine the state
distribution of the Ba+ cations, which could provide another
indication on the desolvation process. However, the fact that
emission spectra of Ba+ have been recorded in bulk helium
indicates that non-radiative relaxation is not very efficient.10
Although without additional information about the lifetime
non-radiative relaxation cannot be completely ruled out, this
result suggests that the excited Ba+ cations are ejected from
the droplets.
Experiments on Ag excited in helium droplets have
revealed that the ejected atoms have a well-defined speed
distribution, indicative of a critical Landau velocity.19 In
contrast, the speed distributions of the Ba+ ions and
Ba+Hen exciplexes are best described by Maxwell-Boltzmann
distributions. Such distributions suggest the presence of
a thermally driven process, like evaporation. However,
the temperatures corresponding to the observed speed
distributions are found to be independent of droplet size
and largest for excitation of the lowest energy state, 2P1/2,
see Fig. 3. This seems to contradict a simple thermally driven
evaporative model. Hence, the experimental data are not
conclusive regarding the desolvation mechanism of excited
Ba+ cations.
Concerning the theoretical description, one of the key
ingredients is the interaction potentials between the Ba+
cation and the helium. The potentials are calculated using
the diatomics-in-molecule approach based on the Ba+–He
pair potentials. These have been computed at a high level
of theory using large basis sets and have been corrected for
basis set superposition errors. Comparison of the potentials
with those using less accurate methods and smaller basis sets
reveals only minor differences. We therefore expect that the
potentials used are sufficiently accurate to correctly describe
the dynamics of the excited system.
Since we use the diatomics-in-molecule approach for the
interaction potentials, many-body interactions are not fully
included. While neglecting such interactions is justified for
weakly interacting neutral atoms, it is not obvious that this
approach is justified for ionic species since the charge readily
polarizes the surrounding helium. In order to estimate the
effect of many-body interactions for the Ba+–HeN system, we
have explored three-body effects in the ground state of the
Ba+–He2 complex. Computations have been performed at the
CCSD(T) level of theory, adopting for barium and helium the
same pseudopotential and basis set selected for the Ba+–He
ground state. No set of bond functions has been added,
since test computations proved that their role in recovering
three-body effects is negligible. The counterpoise correction
has been performed using the scheme proposed by Valiron
et al.73 We have sampled the attractive and the repulsive
regions of the PES in four sets of atomic arrangements:
linear He–Ba+–He and Ba+–He–He, 90o bent He–Ba+–He,
and isosceles triangle with He-He as the basis. The general
outcome of these computations is that three-body effects are
very small (i.e., below 0.5 K) as far as the attractive part of the
Ba+–He2 PES is considered, while they become significant at
the repulsive region of the PES. However, this region is hardly
sampled during the dynamical simulations.
Even though three-body effects are almost negligible with
respect to the overall two-body contribution in the attractive
region of the potential, theoretical computations performed
on the Na+–HeN74 and Pb+–HeN and Pb2+–HeN75 systems
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indicate that they play a relevant role in the determination
of the solvation structure of relatively small clusters. It was
furthermore found that the charge-induced dipole interaction
term in the cation-helium interaction pair potential tends to
overestimate the binding energy of larger clusters. To address
this effect we have repeated some simulations using diatomics-
in-molecule potentials in which we have drastically decreased
the value of this term in the ab initio Ba+–He pair potentials.
Even with this reduced attractive interaction we have found no
evidence that the Ba+ cation is ejected during the dynamics.
In addition to the potentials also the choice of the helium
density functional plays an important role. The functional
used in the present calculations has been constructed to
be able to handle structured helium configurations such as
those surrounding fairly attractive impurities like cations.
The calculations yield very structured helium configurations
corresponding to exciplexes, although the density is somewhat
overestimated. Based on the good agreement between
the calculated and experimentally observed absorption and
emission spectra, however, we deem it unlikely that the choice
of density functional is at the origin of the failure to reproduce
the experimental results on the desolvation of excited Ba+
ions.
In view of the above considerations regarding the
accuracy of the calculations, it appears highly unlikely that
excitation of a Ba+ cations leads to its direct ejection from the
helium droplet, either as bare ion or as a Ba+Hen exciplex.
The possibility that the cations are ejected from the droplets
following radiative relaxation to the 2D or ground state can
be ruled out by the same arguments. This leaves non-radiative
relaxation of the excited cations to the 2D or the 2S ground
state as a possible explanation for the desolvation of the ions.
Inspection of the Ba+–He pair potentials and the Ba+Hen
exciplex potentials, Figs. 4 and 8, respectively, reveals that
these states do not cross the 2P states at energies accessible in
the experiment. One therefore does not expect non-radiative
relaxation to be an efficient process. Based on the same
arguments one does not expect the relaxation from the 2P3/2
to the 2P1/2 state to be an efficient process. However, the
emission spectra recorded for Ba+ in bulk helium provide
conclusive evidence that excitation of the 2P3/2 is followed
by a fast relaxation to the 2P1/2 state. This could signify
that non-adiabatic transitions which are not accounted for
within the current theoretical model play a more important
role than anticipated in the relaxation of excited atoms in
helium droplets. Whether such transitions are important in the
desolvation dynamics of excited Ba+ cannot be answered for
now and are worth a separate study.
To conclude, the present study indicates that elucidating
the desolvation mechanism of excited Ba+ ions will require
additional experimental data, for example, on the state
distribution of the desolvated Ba+ cations, and an improved
theoretical framework that, for example, includes non-
adiabatic transitions between electronic states.76
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APPENDIX: EXCITATION OF THE 2D MANIFOLD
In this appendix we generalize the expressions of
Subsection III C when the cation is excited to the 2D manifold
and give the essential details how the absorption spectrum
has been calculated. To take advantage of the fast-Fourier
techniques, we work in Cartesian coordinates. Our method is
equivalent to that of Ref. 46 in which the PESs are expressed
as a function of the spherical coordinates angles.
1. Pairwise sum approximation
The pair-interaction between an atom in a s-state
and an atom in a d-state can be expressed in the basis
(|dxy⟩, |dyz⟩, |dz2⟩, |dzx⟩, |dx2−y2⟩) as
U(r) =
*........,
V∆(r) 0 0 0 0
0 VΠ(r) 0 0 0
0 0 VΣ(r) 0 0
0 0 0 VΠ(r) 0
0 0 0 0 V∆(r)
+////////-
≡ V∆(r){|dx2−y2⟩⟨dx2−y2| + |dxy⟩⟨dxy |}
+VΠ(r){|dyz⟩⟨dyz | + |dzx⟩⟨dzx |} + VΣ(r)|dz2⟩⟨dz2|
= V∆(r)I + {VΠ(r) − V∆(r)}{|dyz⟩⟨dyz | + |dzx⟩⟨dzx |}
+ {VΣ − V∆(r)}|dz2⟩⟨dz2|, (A1)
where V∆(r), VΠ(r), and VΣ(r) are the Ba+–He pair potentials41
and r is the distance between the cation and the He atom. For a
system of N helium atoms, the total potential is approximated
by the pairwise sum
U =
N
n=1
{V∆(rn)I + [VΠ(rn) − V∆(rn)]MΠ
+ [VΣ(rn) − V∆(rn)]MΣ} , (A2)
where rn is the distance between the nth helium atom and the
impurity and
MΣ = Rn |dz2⟩⟨dz2|R−1n ,
MΠ = Rn{|dyz⟩⟨dyz | + |dzx⟩⟨dzx |}R−1n ,
(A3)
being Rn the rotation matrix that transform the unity vector
zˆ into rˆn, i.e., the unity vector in the cation-nth He atom
direction. The matrices MΣ and MΠ are symmetric. We define
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d0 ≡ (x2 + y2 + z2)/r2 = 1,
d1 ≡ dxy =
√
3x y/r2,
d2 ≡ dyz =
√
3y z/r2,
d3 ≡ dz2 =
1
2
 
3z2 − r2 /r2,
d4 ≡ dzx =
√
3zx/r2,
d5 ≡ dx2−y2 =
1
2
√
3
 
x2 − y2 /r2,
(A4)
where to simplify the notation, (x, y, z) are the components of
the rˆn vector that connects the impurity with the given nth He
atom. In terms of the d ′s, the elements of the matrices above
can be written as follows:
M i, j
Σ
= did j,
M1,1
Π
=
1
3
 
4d25 + d
2
4 + d
2
2

,
M1,2
Π
= −4
3
d1d2 +
1√
3
d4d0,
M1,3
Π
= − 2√
3
d2d4,
M1,4
Π
= −4
3
d1d4 +
1√
3
d2d0,
M1,5
Π
= −4
3
d1d5,
M2,2
Π
=
1
3
 
d21 + d
2
4

+
(
d3 +
1√
3
d5
)2
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(A5)
The pairwise sum for U is transformed into a DFT expression
by the substitution

n →

dr′ρ(r′).61
2. Spin-orbit coupling
The SO interaction is semiempirically included assuming
that the spin-orbit coupling is independent of the He-
Ba+ distance;77 its strength is fixed to reproduce the spin-
orbit splitting of bare Ba+ in the 5d 2D states, namely,
800.96 cm−1.62
For the sake of completeness and future reference,
we give the SO interaction in the basis used here, i.e.,
|dxy, 1/2⟩, |dxy,−1/2⟩, |dyz, 1/2⟩, |dyz,−1/2⟩, |dz2, 1/2⟩, |dz2,−1/2⟩,
|dxz, 1/2⟩, |dxz,−1/2⟩, |dx2−y2, 1/2⟩, |dx2−y2,−1/2⟩, where the
spin component s =↑ (ms = 1/2), ↓ (ms = −1/2) is explicitly
noted. We have VSO = 12 Aℓs MSO with Aℓs being 2/5 of the
mentioned SO splitting and MSO is the 10 × 10 matrix
*.......................,
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −i 2i 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 −i 0 0 −2i
0 −1 0 0 0 −i√3 i 0 0 −i
1 0 0 0 −i√3 0 0 −i −i 0
0 0 0 i
√
3 0 0 0 −√3 0 0
0 0 i
√
3 0 0 0
√
3 0 0 0
0 i −i 0 0 √3 0 0 0 −1
i 0 0 i −√3 0 0 0 1 0
−2i 0 0 i 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 2i i 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
+///////////////////////-
.
The electronic state Hamiltonian Eq. (8) is written as
H = U + VSO (the interaction U, Eq. (A1), is diagonal in
spin and transformed into a 10 × 10 matrix to carry out the
sum). As for 2P states, diagonalization of H yields the five
independent Vλ(r) potentials for the 2D manifold, each of
them two-fold degenerate due to Kramer’s theorem.78,79 In the
basis indicated above, the expression for the elements of the
10 × 10 matrix V(r) is
V i j ss′(r) = V∆(r)δi, j + [VΠ(r) − V∆(r)]M i jΠ
+ [VΣ(r) − V∆(r)]M i jΣ

δs,s′. (A6)
3. 2P→2S and 2P→2D radiative transitions
Since the cation is described classically and the electron
orbitals are not explicitly considered, the emission spectrum is
calculated by a semiclassical approximation of the vibrational
Franck-Condon factors of an instantaneous transition from a
given relaxed 2P state.61
The emission to the 2S state is obtained as the vertical
transition of the cation from a relaxed state characterized by
a helium density ρ
2P
λ (r) associated with the V 2Pλ potential,
namely,
∆ω2S =

dr ρ
2P
λ (r) [V 2Pλ (r) − VX(r)]. (A7)
The emission to the 2D states is similarly obtained
∆ω2D =

dr ρ
2P
λ (r) [V 2Pλ (r) − V 2D(r)]. (A8)
Expressions (A7) and (A8) give the atomic shift for the
emission to the 2S or 2D state, i.e., the peak position for a
given configuration ρ
2P
λ (r) referenced to the emission energy
of the free cation. The complete spectrum is obtained by the
DF sampling method80 that samples the DF density with the
number of atoms in it, passing from a continuous to a discrete
calculation of the transitions bearing a large similarity with the
sampling method used within quantum Monte Carlo to obtain
the spectrum,78,81 there with walkers, here with “classical”
atoms.
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Chapter 3
Excitation and ionization of alkali
atoms
3.1 Desorption dynamics of heavy alkali metal
atoms (Rb, Cs)
Resumen (Spanish)
En esta seccio´n presentamos un estudio teo´rico y experimental sobre el proceso
de eyeccio´n de a´tomos de cesio y rubidio desde de la superficie de nanogotas de
helio tras la excitacio´n de estos a los estados 6s y 7s, respectivamente. Los
ca´lculos revelan una respuesta compleja de la gota de helio a la perturbacio´n
producida por la excitacio´n de las impurezas de Rb and Cs. En el proceso se
han encontrado deformaciones locales de las nanogotas as´ı como diferentes tipos
de ondas de densidad que viajan a trave´s de la gota a diferentes velocidades
superso´nicas.
La relacio´n entre energ´ıa cine´tica y energ´ıa de excitacio´n de la impureza cal-
culada usando la DFT coincide notablemente con la determinada experimental-
mente; dicha relacio´n es la que se espera para una reaccio´n de fotodisociacio´n
provocada por una interaccio´n altamente repulsiva.
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ABSTRACT: We present a combined ion imaging and density functional
theory study of the dynamics of the desorption process of rubidium and
cesium atoms oﬀ the surface of helium nanodroplets upon excitation of the
perturbed 6s and 7s states, respectively. Both experimental and theoretical
results are well represented by the pseudodiatomic model for eﬀective masses
of the helium droplet in the desorption reaction of meff/mHe ≈ 10 (Rb) and 13
(Cs). Deviations from this model are found for Rb excited to the 6p state.
Photoelectron spectra indicate that the dopant−droplet interaction induces
relaxation into low-lying electronic states of the desorbed atoms in the course
of the ejection process.
1. INTRODUCTION
Helium nanodroplets are fascinating many-body quantum
systems which feature unique properties such as an extremely
low internal temperature (0.38 K), nanoscopic superﬂuidity,
and the ability to eﬃciently cool and aggregate embedded
species (dopants). Therefore, He nanodroplets are widely used
as nearly ideal spectroscopic matrices for high-resolution
spectroscopy of isolated atoms, molecules, and clusters.1−4
Although most studies so far pertain to the structure and
time-independent spectroscopy of doped He nanodroplets, the
dynamics initiated by laser excitation or ionization of either the
dopants or the droplets themselves moves into the focus of
current research. A limited number of time-resolved experi-
ments has been carried out with pure5,6 and doped He
droplets7−14 using femtosecond pump−probe techniques.
Likewise, theoretical models of pure and doped He nano-
droplets have mostly been restricted to static structure and to
excitation spectrum calculations.4,15−18 Only recently, the
development of time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT) methods applicable to microscopic superﬂuids19,20
has opened the way to a time-dependent description of doped
He droplets in a range of sizes comparable to those used in the
experiment.21−24
Dopants consisting of alkali (Ak) metal atoms or molecules
are particularly interesting due to their weak attractive
interaction with He droplets which results in their location in
shallow dimple states at the droplet surface.25−27 Upon
electronic excitation, Ak atoms tend to desorb oﬀ the He
droplets as a consequence of the repulsive interaction caused by
the overlap of their extended electronic orbitals with the
surrounding He.28−30 The only known exceptions are Rb and
Cs atoms excited to their lowest excited states.31,32
The dynamics of the desorption process of excited Ak atoms
oﬀ the surface of He droplets has been recently studied in detail
experimentally using the velocity-map imaging technique
applied to Li, Na and Rb atoms, and theoretically using
TDDFT for Li and Na.22,33 The calculated He droplet response
following the dopant excitation process from ns to (n + 1)s
states was found to be quite complex, involving diﬀerent types
of density waves propagating through the droplet while the Ak
dopant is ejected within a few picoseconds.22 In spite of this,
the experiments show that the kinetic energy of the desorbed
atom depends linearly on the excitation energy of the dopant.
This conspicuous result, also reproduced by the TDDFT
simulations, gives further support to the pseudodiatomic model
which has already been successfully applied to interpreting the
absorption spectra as well as the ion velocity distributions.33−37
According to this model, the dynamics of the excited AkHeN
complex follows that of a dissociating diatomic molecule38
where HeN plays the role of one single atom in this
pseudodiatom. The part of the He droplet that eﬀectively
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interacts with the Ak atom was found to have an eﬀective mass
meff ≈ 15 and meff ≈ 25 amu for Li and Na, respectively.
22
In the present work, we extend previous ion imaging and
TDDFT studies to the heaviest stable Ak metal atoms Rb and
Cs. We again ﬁnd linear dependences of the ion kinetic energies
upon laser photon energy in both experiment and theory. From
these we infer the eﬀective mass of the interacting He droplet
for the desorption of Rb and Cs excited to the perturbed 6s and
7s states, respectively.
Although most excited Ak atoms interact repulsively with a
He nanodroplet as a whole, some excited states experience local
attraction with one or a few He atoms. Therefore, as the excited
Ak atom is expelled from the droplet surface, a bound AkHe
molecule or in some cases small AkHen, n = 2, 3 complexes can
form.7,29,39−42 These so-called “exciplexes” are characterized by
having bound vibronic states as long as the complex is
electronically excited. Upon spontaneous decay into the
electronic ground state the exciplex decomposes. For such
excited states of the Ak atom, the desorption dynamics may be
expected to deviate from that described by the simple
dissociating pseudodiatom model.
In our previous experiment on Rb-doped He droplets excited
into the 6pΠ state, the ion kinetic energy distributions
indicated that desorption of excited Rb atoms and RbHe
exciplexes proceeds along the repulsive pseudodiatomic
potential which correlates to the closest-lying excited 6p state
of the free Rb atom. However, the photoelectron spectra clearly
revealed that a large fraction of the desorbed Rb atoms have
electronically relaxed into lower-lying levels. The photoelectron
spectra contained components of the 6p state and of lower-
lying levels (4d and 5p3/2).
33
Previously, droplet-induced relaxation of excited Rb atoms
was only observed within the 5p3/2,1/2 ﬁne-structure doublet.
40
For Rb and Cs injected into bulk superﬂuid He fast relaxation
of the lowest excited p3/2 state into the p1/2 and probably to the
s1/2 ground state was found to proceed within ∼30 ps.
43
For Na-doped He nanodroplets, droplet-induced electronic
relaxation was ﬁrst observed only for higher-lying excitations
with principal quantum numbers n > 6, where the dopant−
droplet interaction induces signiﬁcant mixing of electronic
conﬁgurations.36 In a more recent study, even for the 3d, 5s,
and 4d states the authors found indications for droplet-induced
decay into lower-lying levels.44 Interestingly, the presence of
the relaxation channels was also visible in the speed
distributions of the desorbed atoms, which contained multiple
components. High-lying Rydberg states were found to
completely relax into levels n ≤ 7. On the basis of these
observations, the authors suggested that droplet-induced
relaxation proceeds via level-crossings of the pseudodiatomic
potential curves which occur while the local He droplet
environment of the excited Na dopant dynamically rearranges.
Eﬃcient He droplet-induced electronic relaxation was also
observed for barium45 and for the transition metal atoms
silver,46 chromium47 and copper,48 which are submerged in the
droplet interior.
Note, however, that the light Ak metals Li and Na were not
found to electronically relax by droplet interactions when
excited into the lowest excited s states (orbital angular
momentum l = 0).22 In contrast, in the present study on Rb
and Cs atoms in their lowest excited s states we detect
exclusively relaxed electronic levels in the photoelectron spectra.
We discuss the apparent discrepancy between the ion and
electron measurements in terms of the desorption dynamics
and electron energetics.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The experiments presented here are performed using the same
setup as described previously.33 In short, a continuous beam of
He nanodroplets with a mean size ranging from 200 to 17 000
He atoms per droplet is generated by varying the temperature
T0 of a cryogenic nozzle with a diameter of 5 μm.
2,3 An adjacent
vacuum chamber contains a vapor cell ﬁlled with bulk metallic
Rb or Cs heated to 85 and 70 °C, respectively. In the detector
chamber further downstream, the He droplet beam intersects a
dye laser beam (Sirah Cobra, pulse length 10 ns, pulse energy
10 μJ, repetition rate 1 kHz) at right angles in the center of a
velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer. The laser is linearly
polarized along the direction of the He droplet beam, which is
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the VMI spectrometer.
We record single events per image frame for which the
coordinates are determined using the centroid method.
Velocity-map photoelectron and photoion images are trans-
formed into kinetic energy distributions using standard Abel
inversion programs.49,50
3. THEORETICAL APPROACH
To model the absorption spectra as well as the dynamic
response of the excited doped He droplets, we describe the
doped He droplets within the density functional theory (DFT)
framework.4 The basic ingredients of our approach are
described in detail in refs 22 and 23. Let us just recall that
we have used the Born−Oppenheimer approximation to
factorize the electronic and nuclear wave functions, the
Franck−Condon approximation which assumes that the atomic
nuclei do not change their positions or momenta during the
electronic transition, and the diatomics-in-molecules approx-
imation (pseudodiatomic model).51
We have ﬁrst obtained the structure of the Rb−droplet and
Cs−droplet complexes in the ground state. Throughout this
work we have used the Orsay−Trento (OT) density func-
tional,52 neglecting the backﬂow term. The Rb−He and Cs−He
ground state pair potentials VX have been taken from ref 53.
Due to the large mass of Rb and Cs compared to that of He, we
describe them as classical particles in the dynamics and their
eﬀect in the statics is incorporated as an external ﬁeld acting
upon the droplet.23 Accordingly, the energy of the system is
written as
∫
∫
ρ ρ ε ρ
ρ
= ℏ |∇ | +
+ | − |
E
m
V
r r r
r r r r
[ ] d
2
( ) [ ( )]
d ( ) ( )X
2
He
2
He
Ak (1)
where εHe is the OT potential energy density per unit volume,
Ak represents either the Rb or Cs atom, and ρ is the He particle
density. Upon variation, one obtains the Euler−Lagrange
equation that has to be solved to determine the equilibrium
density ρ0(r) of the droplet and the location of the dopant Rb
or Cs atom rAk0.
35 Schematically,
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where μ is the chemical potential of the He droplet that
throughout this paper is made of N = 1000 atoms. To explore
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other locations of the Ak atom around its equilibrium position
in the surface dimple, we have minimized the energy submitted
to a constraint.23 This will be useful for determining the mean
kinetic energy of the ejected Ak atom as a function of the excess
excitation energy.
Equation 2 has been solved in Cartesian coordinates using a
spatial grid of 0.4 Å and a 200 × 200 × 250 points mesh. The
derivatives have been calculated with 13-point formulas.
Extensive use of fast-Fourier techniques has been made to
eﬃciently calculate the energy density and dopant−droplet
interaction potentials.22,23
The dynamics is triggered by the sudden substitution of the
Ak−He ground state pair potential by the excited one. Within
TDDFT, we represent the He droplet by a complex eﬀective
wave function ΨHe(r,t) such that ρ(r,t) = |ΨHe(r,t)|2. The
position of the Ak atom rAk(t) obeys Newton’s equation. For
excitations involving two s states, the evolution equations
derived in ref 23 adopt a simple form, namely
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In the above equations, Vns with n = 6(7) is the 6s(7s) excited
Rb(Cs)−He pair potential.54 The initial conﬁguration to solve
eqs 3 is the static dopant−droplet conﬁguration, either at
equilibrium or with the dopant sitting in another position
around the surface dimple, Ψ(r,t=0) = (ρ0(r))1/2, rAk(t=0) =
rAk0. The initial velocity of the Ak dopant is set to zero.
Equations 3 have been solved using the same grid as for the
static problem and a time step of 0.5 fs. We have used a
predictor-corrector method55 fed by a few time steps obtained
by a fourth-order Runge−Kutta algorithm.
■ PHOTOIONS
In this work we focus on the nsΣ→ (n + 1)sΣ transitions of the
RbHeN and CsHeN pseudodiatoms, where n = 5, 6 denotes the
principal quantum number of the atomic ground states of Rb
and Cs, respectively. The excitation scheme is represented in
Figure 1 for Rb, where we use the pseudodiatomic potential
energy curves computed by Callegari and Ancilotto.30 The ionic
potential is obtained by integration of the Rb+−He pair
potential56 over the He density distribution corresponding to
the Rb ground state conﬁguration, which we assume to be
frozen.35 Because the Ak−He interaction in the excited (n +
1)sΣ states is purely repulsive, the excited Ak atoms detach
from the He droplets as neat atoms. Subsequent ionization by
the absorption of a second photon from the same nanosecond
laser pulse yields atomic ions which we detect with the VMI
spectrometer.
Using these potentials,30 we have obtained the Rb and Cs
absorption spectra by calculating wave functions and Franck−
Condon factors for the pseudodiatomic transitions using R.
LeRoy’s program BCONT 2.2.57 The results are depicted in
Figure 2. We have also calculated the Rb 5sΣ → 6sΣ and Cs
6sΣ→ 7sΣ absorption band contours by employing the atomic-
like DFT sampling method described in refs 21 and 58 shown
in that ﬁgure as blue lines. The vertical dashed lines indicate the
atomic transitions.
Both experimental and theoretical absorption spectra are
characterized by broad bands that are blue-shifted with respect
to the free atomic transitions. The blue shift of the transitions
of Rb attached to He droplets results from the fact that all
excited pseudodiatomic potentials are repulsive whereas the
ground state is slightly attractive (Figure 1). The widths of the
absorption contours reﬂect the width of the ground state wave
function which is mapped onto the excited repulsive potential
upon excitation. Although the calculated Franck−Condon
proﬁle of the Rb 6pΠ transition and the experimental spectrum
is satisfactory, the Franck−Condon proﬁle of the 6sΣ transition
is slightly red-shifted with respect to the experimental contour,
whereas the DFT result is blue-shifted (Figure 2a,c). The
photoionization spectrum of Cs (Figure 2d) features a
maximum in the range ∼18 300−19 000 cm−1 associated with
the 7sΣ transition. The corresponding DFT calculation (Figure
2b) yields a peak centered at 19 635 cm−1, which is again
signiﬁcantly blue-shifted. The DFT calculation thus over-
estimates the atomic shift, being unclear which part of the
Figure 1. Sketch of the excitation and ionization scheme of Rb
attached to He nanodroplets. Upon excitation of the RbHeN complex
to a repulsive pseudodiatomic potential,30 the Rb atom departs from
the droplet surface and is ionized by a second photon from the same
laser pulse.
Figure 2. Simulated (a, b) and measured (c, d) photoionization
spectra of He nanodroplets doped with Rb and Cs. The ﬁlled curves in
(a, b) show Franck−Condon calculations based on Rb−HeN and Cs−
HeN pseudodiatomic potentials;
30 the blue lines show the Rb 6sΣ (a)
and Cs 7sΣ (b) absorption proﬁles obtained from the present atomic-
like DFT sampling method.
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disagreement has to be attributed to deﬁciencies of the model
and which to inaccuracies of the excited Ak−He pair potentials
we are using.54
Note that a broad Rb+ ion signal level, which features a step
around 20 700 cm−1 is measured around the 6sΣ feature, as
previously observed in photoion33 and laser-induced ﬂuo-
rescence spectra59 around the 6pΠ transition. This contribution
may be due to photoionization of Rb2 dimers which fragment
into Rb+. In particular, at wavenumbers below 20 700 and
above 21 000 cm−1 we observe signiﬁcant Rb2
+ signals in the
time-of-ﬂight mass spectrum which could be due to resonance-
enhanced ionization via the 23Σu and via the 21Σu, 21Πu, or
33Πg states of Rb2, respectively.
60
The dynamics of the laser-induced desorption process of Rb
and Cs atoms is studied by recording velocity-map ion images.
Parts a and b of Figure 3 display the raw and inverted Rb+ ion
images taken upon excitation to the 6sΣ state of the RbHeN
complex at the laser wavenumber ν = 20 800 cm−1. The image
features a circular intensity distribution with a pronounced
anisotropy of the angular dependence. The intensity maxima
are directed along the polarization axis of the laser (yellow
arrow), as expected for the parallel 5sΣ → 6sΣ transition.22,33
The velocity-map ion images of Cs recorded at the 6sΣ → 7sΣ
transition around ν = 18 700 cm−1 closely resemble those for
Rb. In the measurements of Rb excited to the 5pΠ state around
ν = 24 100 cm−1, the opposite anisotropy is observed as
expected for a perpendicular Σ → Π transition in the frame of
the pseudodiatomic model.33
From these images we infer the ion kinetic energy
distributions (KED) by applying inverse Abel transformation
and angular integration. Typical examples of such KED for
excitation around the maximum of the 6sΣ band are depicted in
Figure 3. Similarly to the previous measurements with Li and
Na,22 the KED consist of well-resolved maxima of widths ∼70
meV that shift toward higher kinetic energies as the photon
energy increases.
Figure 4 presents a compilation of the results of the analysis
of the ion images recorded around the Rb 6sΣ band as a
function of the laser wavenumber. The total Rb+ ion counts
(black squares in Figure 4a) reproduce the photoionization
spectrum (red diamonds) with some systematic deviation at
wavenumbers >20 850 cm−1 of unknown origin. The mean
values of the KED inferred from the images, shown in Figure
4b, nearly linearly increases with laser wavenumber. In addition,
Figure 4c shows the variation of the anisotropy parameter β2
within a 4 sigma range around the KED intensity maximum
inferred from the angular distributions I(θ) by ﬁtting to the
general expression for the probability distribution of one-
photon transitions I(θ) ∝ 1 + β2P2(cos θ).61 For laser
wavenumbers close to the maximum of the 6sΣ absorption
band (20 700−21 100 cm−1) we obtain β = 1.9(3). Within the
experimental error this is consistent with the value β2 = 2
expected for excitation of an ideal diatomic molecule at a
parallel Σ−Σ transition. In this case the angular distribution of
dissociation products takes the form I(θ) ∝ cos2 θ.
This result nicely conﬁrms the validity of the pseudodiatomic
model and the assignment of the spectral band to the parallel
5sΣ → 6sΣ transition. However, in the wings of the absorption
peak we ﬁnd the anisotropy of the angular ion distribution to be
signiﬁcantly reduced. This may be due to the contribution of
fragment ions from Rb2 dimers which are present to a small
extent in the droplet beam. Besides, it is conceivable that
dynamic deformations of the local He droplet environment
during the departure of the Rb atom induce perturbations of
the electronic conﬁguration of the excited Rb atom which are
not accounted for in the pseudodiatomic picture.
To obtain more detailed insight into this process, we have
simulated the ejection of a Rb atom from the nominal 6s state
and of a Cs atom from the nominal 7s state using TDDFT
Figure 3. Top: raw (a) and inverse Abel transformed (b) velocity-map
Rb+ ion images recorded when Rb atoms attached to He nanodroplets
were excited on the transition 5sΣ→ 6sΣ at the laser wavenumber ν =
20 800 cm−1. The laser polarization direction is indicated by the
vertical arrow. Bottom: Rb+ ion kinetic energy distributions inferred
from ion images recorded at the indicated laser wavenumbers.
Figure 4. (a) Total Rb+ ion counts and time-of-ﬂight peak intensity
(red), (b) Rb+ mean kinetic energies, and (c) anisotropy parameters β2
inferred from ion images recorded at various laser wavelengths around
the maximum of the Rb 6sΣ absorption band.
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calculations. The velocities and positions as a function of time
for Rb and Cs ejected from the equilibrium position at the
surface dimple are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the Cs
atom reaches an asymptotic velocity of ∼230 m/s after a time
evolution of ∼1.25 ps. By this time, the Cs atom is ∼2 Å away
from its original equilibrium position at the dimple. The
corresponding values for the Rb atom are ∼350 m/s, ∼1 ps,
and ∼2.7 Å, respectively. In both cases, the recoil velocity of the
He droplet is small, on the order of 7.5 m/s. The diﬀerent
evolution of positions and velocities for Rb and Cs is mainly
due to the diﬀerent masses of the two species. The fact that
both curves are smooth and monotonously increasing with time
implies that the desorption proceeds impulsively. Thus,
although in the ﬁrst stages of the dynamics surface vibrations
and highly nonlinear density waves are excited in the droplet
which take a large part of the energy deposited in the system
upon photo excitation, the desorption dynamics is rather
insensitive to them.
Detailed information about the kinematics of the desorption
process can be gained from the kinetic energies of the
desorbing dopants as a function of the excess excitation energy
(diﬀerence between photon energy and internal energy of the
free Rb or Cs atom in the 5s and 6s states).22 The results are
shown in Figure 6 and compared to the experimental mean
kinetic energies. The calculated points have been obtained by
starting the dynamic simulation from diﬀerent positions of the
Ak obtained by a constrained minimization of the total energy
of the Ak−HeN complex as indicated in section 3.
For both Rb and Cs dopants, the kinetic energy displays a
linear dependence on the excess excitation energy. This
dependence indicates that in spite of its apparent complexity,
the ejection process is well represented by the pseudodiatomic
model.22,38 Indeed, imposing energy and linear momentum
conservation in the instantaneous ejection of the Ak atom from
the droplet one obtains
η ω ω= ℏ − ℏE ( )kin 0 (4)
Here, ω denotes the laser frequency and ω0 is the atomic
transition frequency. Within this model, the value of the slope η
is related to the mass meff of the part of the He droplet that
eﬀectively interacts with the Ak atom22 by
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By ﬁtting the experimental and simulation data to the
expression eq 4, one obtains a theoretical value meff ∼ 40.7
amu (10.2 He atoms) for Rb as compared with the
experimental value of 39.6 amu (9.9 He atoms). The
corresponding values for Cs are meff ∼ 52.0 amu (13.0 He
atoms) from theory and 51.6 amu (12.9 He atoms) from
experiment. The results for Rb and Cs, together with those
obtained for Li and Na in ref 22, are collected in Table 1 and
plotted in Figure 7. One observes an increase of meff with the
mass of the Ak atom, as indicated by eq 5, although the
prefactor η/(1 − η) has the opposite behavior.
The conspicuous dependence of the eﬀective mass of the
helium droplet meff on the Ak dopant mass mAk is expected to
be mainly determined by two eﬀects. On the one hand, the
geometric structure of the excited Ak−droplet system is
diﬀerent for each species due to slight variations of the ground
state equilibrium conﬁguration62 (radius of the surface dimple,
distance of the Ak atom from the surface) as well as due to a
varying radius of the excited Ak atom orbital re. On the other
hand, the kinematics of the dissociation process induces an Ak
mass dependence, irrespective of the diﬀering geometric initial
conditions.
Figure 5. Velocity (solid line, left scale) and displacement from its
equilibrium location at the surface dimple (dashed line, right scale) of
the desorbing Rb (a) and Cs (b) atoms as a function of time after
excitation of the 6sΣ state.
Figure 6. Mean kinetic energies of desorbed Rb (a) and Cs (b) atoms
upon excitation to the 6sΣ and 7sΣ states, respectively. Straight lines:
linear ﬁts to the theoretical and experimental data.
Table 1. Characteristics of the Experimental and Theoretical
Kinetic Energy Distributions of the Desorbed Alkali Atoms
(Details in Text, All Masses in amu)
Ak
mAk
(exp)
η
(exp)
η
(th)
meff
(exp)
meff
(th)
⟨re⟩
(Å)
meff
(overlap)
Li 6.94 0.687 0.756 15.2 21.5 5.35 17.0
Na 23.0 0.516 0.583 24.6 32.2 5.55 22.1
Rb 85.5 0.327 0.324 41.9 41.0 6.54 41.5
Cs 132.9 0.281 0.273 51.8 50.5 6.78 53.8
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The geometric eﬀect is estimated by computing the spatial
overlap of the electron orbit of the excited Ak atom with the
adjacent He atoms of the dimple. On the basis of the He
dimple parameters speciﬁed in ref 62 and on values for the
mean orbital radius ⟨re⟩, we calculate the number of He atoms
in the overlap volume Veff of the excited Ak orbit and the He
dimple surface, NHe,eff = Veff ρeff. Here, ρeff is taken as half the
bulk value ρHe = 0.0218 Å
−3, which roughly matches the
average He density within the overlap volume due to its
location at the dimple surface where the density smoothly falls
oﬀ.62 The mean orbital radius is approximated by44,63
δ⟨ ⟩ = −r a n3
2
( )e 0 l
2
(6)
where a0 is the Bohr radius and δl is the quantum defect of the
Ak excited state. The corresponding values of ⟨re⟩ and meff =
mHeNHe,eff are added to Table 1 and to Figure 7.
The kinematic eﬀect of the varying mass of the desorbing Ak
atom is probed by solving the classical equations of motion of
the Ak atom being repelled oﬀ a linear chain of eﬀective,
mutually noninteracting He atoms, each containing the mass of
7 He atoms, which roughly equals the number of He atoms in
the ﬁrst surface layer next to the Ak dopant.62 The initial
spacing between the He “layers” is taken as the average distance
between He atoms in the droplets, 3.6 Å.64 The distance
between the Ak atom and the ﬁst He “layer” is held ﬁxed at 5.5
Å and the same Ak−He interaction potential VAK−He(d) = 0.2
exp(−d/3−1) (in atomic units) is used for all Ak species. The
trajectories of the Ak atoms closely follow those shown in
Figure 5 and the trajectories of the He layers show that mostly
the ﬁrst He layer participates in the desorption dynamics.
Accordingly, the eﬀective mass of the He droplet (approxi-
mated by the linear chain of atoms with the mass of the He
layers) only slightly exceeds the mass of the ﬁrst He layer, 28
amu; see the solid line in Figure 7.
Although the He eﬀective mass in this simple kinematic
model matches the experimental and DFT values for Rb, the
variation as a function of Ak dopant mass is not suﬃciently well
reproduced (Figure 7). The simple estimate based on the
geometric Ak−He orbital overlap, however, shows a strong
variation of the eﬀective mass in surprisingly good agreement
with the experimental values. We therefore conclude that the
diﬀerence in the number of interacting He atoms for the
diﬀerent Ak species is likely related to the diﬀerence in the
dimple structure and excited electron orbit rather than to the
kinematics of the desorption process.
The detailed picture of the dynamics of the He droplet upon
excitation of the Ak atom is obtained from the DFT
calculations. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the CsHe1000
and RbHe1000 complexes after the Ak atom has been excited. It
can be seen the dramatic changes in the droplet density caused
by the excitation and subsequent ejection of the dopant.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the He cross-sectional
density proﬁles of a He1000 droplet doped with a Rb and a Cs
atom for the ﬁrst 5 ps. Initially, the droplet extends along the z
symmetry axis from about 0 to 44 Å, and the Ak atom is located
in a dimple at the droplet surface (near z = 0). Excitation of the
Ak atom to the (n + 1)s state causes the dimple ﬁrst to deepen
due to the highly repulsive Ak−He interaction in the (n + 1)sΣ
state. The associated compression of the He droplet lasts up to
∼1 ps, as shown in the ﬁgure. Following this compression, the
He surface bounces back and the dimple starts being ﬁlled. The
more distant part of the droplet (near z = 42 Å) is unperturbed
and at rest, indicating that during these ﬁrst ps the energy
deposited in the droplet goes to its internal excitation and not
to its center-of-mass motion.
Figures 8 and 9 reveal that the excitation of the Cs and Rb
atoms launches highly nonlinear density waves into the droplet.
Figure 7. Experimental, theoretical, and estimated values of the
eﬀective mass of the He droplet in the desorption process of various
alkali species excited to their ﬁrst excited s states.
Figure 8. Evolution of the He density distributions of the CsHe1000
(left column) and RbHe1000 (right column) systems after excitation to
their (n + 1)sΣ states (multimedia view).
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In the case of Rb, the ﬁrst perturbation front, labeled as 1,
moves at ∼900 m/s. This perturbation generates carrier waves
with a phase velocity of ∼430 m/s, modulated by supersonic
envelope fronts with growing intensity. The ones with highest
intensity, labeled as 2, have a group velocity of ∼700 m/s. Next,
a high-intensity wave appears traveling at ∼410 m/s (labeled as
3), which generates secondary waves propagating backward. In
the case of Cs, the velocities of the fronts are 880, 675, and 410
m/s, respectively. A similar behavior was found in ref 22 for Na
and Li atoms.
As an extension of our previous ion imaging measurements at
the Rb 6pΠ band,33 we analyze here the mean ion kinetic
energy as a function of the excess energy. Because in the 6pΠ
conﬁguration the Rb−He pair potential along the internuclear
axis is attractive,54 RbHe exciplexes are formed with roughly
40% relative abundance.33 Therefore, we record ion images for
Rb+ and RbHe+ ions separately and extract the mean ion kinetic
energies for each of the two species.
Figure 10 shows that the data points lie on a straight line that
surprisingly intercepts the abscissa at a ﬁnite value of the excess
energy of about −22 meV. Using eq 5, from the slope of the
line η one obtains meff = 46.0 (11.5 He atoms) for Rb, and meff
= 53.2 amu (13.3 He atoms) for RbHe, slightly larger than the
corresponding value for the 6sΣ state.
The fact that the extrapolation of the 6pΠ experimental data
to zero kinetic energy yields a ﬁnite energy shift, at variance
with the extrapolation of the 6sΣ data, discloses an intrinsic
limitation of the method used to analyze the results. The
pseudodiatomic approximation, even if appropriate for the
description of a direct dissociation via a purely repulsive state,
does not account for other eﬀects which are present in the
dissociation kinematics of the (n + 1)p excitation. In the case of
the 6pΠ state of Rb, the dopant−He interaction contains both
repulsive and attractive contributions, the latter inducing the
formation of exciplexes. It is conceivable that the binding
energy of the RbHe exciplex may be converted into additional
translational energy upon desorption of RbHe. This inter-
pretation has recently been invoked to rationalize the negative
excess energy oﬀset measured for NaHe exciplexes formed
upon excitation of Na into the droplet-perturbed 3d state.44
The binding energy of RbHe in the 6pΠ state amounts to about
8 meV, which does not account for the observed energy shift
alone. Additional internal energy may be released into
translational motion of the desorbing Rb by droplet-induced
relaxation of population from the upper 6p3/2 into the lower
6p1/2 spin−orbit state of Rb. In that case, the excess energy axis
would be downshifted as represented by the horizontal top
scale of Figure 10 provided the droplet eﬀective mass is the
same (meff = 46.0 amu) for this additional acceleration of the
Rb atom due to spin−orbit relaxation. However, the atomic
spin−orbit splitting (9.6 meV) does not fully account for the
observed shift. Only the assumption that both spin−orbit and
binding energy of the RbHe exciplex are fully converted into
translational energy would explain the energy oﬀset for RbHe.
The nearly coinciding kinetic energies of Rb and RbHe may
indicate that Rb+ ions are actually produced by dissociative
ionization of RbHe, the latter being the dominant product of
the desorption reaction.
Thus, it seems that the pseudodiatomic model no longer
strictly applies when the internal degrees of freedom of the
constituent atom are involved in the dynamics. Note that for
the case of the desorption of sodium (Na) atoms excited to the
3p state deviations from the pseudodiatomic model were also
observed.65 However, in contrast to the Rb case discussed here,
a positive value for the abscissa intercept was found. TDDFT
studies of Ak atoms ejected from the (n + 1)p excited states
could help elucidate this open issue, but improved Ak−He pair
potentials have to be previously obtained.
Figure 9. Evolution of the He density proﬁle of the AkHe1000 system
along the symmetry axis. Three supersonic wave fronts are identiﬁed
and labeled by 1−3. Equidensity lines corresponding to 0.5 and 0.1
times the He saturation density, 0.0218 Å−3, representing the surface
region of the droplet, are shown in white.
Figure 10. Experimental mean kinetic energies of Rb atoms and of
RbHe exciplexes ejected out of He droplets upon excitation of the 6pΠ
state of the RbHeN complex. The lines are linear ﬁts to the data.
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■ PHOTOELECTRONS
Complementary information about the dynamics following
laser excitation of Ak atoms attached to He nanodroplets is
obtained from imaging photoelectrons. In the experiment,
velocity-map photoelectron images are obtained by simply
reversing the polarity of the voltages applied to the repeller and
extractor electrodes.33 A typical raw and inverse Abel
transformed image recorded at the laser wavenumber 21 400
cm−1 is depicted in the upper and lower half of Figure 11a,
respectively. The image clearly contains three separated ring
structures, indicating that ionization occurs out of three Rb
atomic orbitals. The faint ring structure between the two inner
rings in the lower half of Figure 11a is an artifact of the inverse
Abel tranformation caused by the limited statistics. As for the
ion images, we again convert the electron images into angular
distributions and electron kinetic energy spectra. The latter are
shown in Figure 11b for Rb and in Figure 11c for Cs.
Surprisingly, all the photoelectron spectra recorded within
the Rb 6sΣ band reveal contributions of the Rb 5p1/2, 5p3/2, and
4d atomic levels. No electron signal associated with the 6s state
is detected within the noise level, although the 6s state is the
dominant atomic component of the originally excited 6sΣ state
of the RbHeN complex.
30 The same holds for Cs excited to the
7sΣ state. Only one peak is present in the spectrum due to
ionization out of the Cs 5d state. The 6p states, which are
probably populated as in the Rb case, are not detected because
of insuﬃcient photon energy for one-photon ionization of the
6p states.
This result is at odds with the previous measurements of Li
and Na excited to (n + 1)s states and to our previous
photoelectron spectra recorded at the Rb 6pΠ band where on
resonance the dominant photoelectron signals came from the
correlating atomic 6p state. The lower lying 4d and 5p3/2, 1/2
states became particularly apparent for oﬀ-resonant excitation.
In the present case, however, the absence of the Rb 6s and Cs
7s photoelectron signals is probably due to the particularly
small photoionization cross sections of about 0.01 Mb, which
result from Cooper minima close to the laser wavenumbers
used in the experiment.66,67 For comparison, the detected states
have photoionization cross sections >10 Mb.67,68
In the case of Na attached to He nanodroplets, the
appearance of lower-lying atomic states was attributed to the
short radiative lifetime of the excited level as compared to the
laser pulse length.36 In the Rb and Cs cases, however, as for the
Rb 6pΠ state previously studied,33 the lifetimes of the free Rb
and Cs atoms in the 6s and 7s states (∼50 ns67,69) by far exceed
the laser pulse length (9 ns). Moreover, the appearance of the
4d state of Rb and of the 5d state of Cs cannot be explained by
spontaneous radiative decay due to selection rules. Merely the
Rb 5p photoelectron signal may contain a contribution from
radiative decay. Therefore, we attribute the population of
lower-lying electronic states to He droplet-induced relaxation.
Whether this relaxation mechanism is predominantly non-
radiative or whether the dopant−droplet interaction induces
fast radiative decay even at nominally forbidden transitions
cannot be determined from these measurements.
The vertical bars in Figure 11b,c depict the relative
populations of the detected states as inferred from the peak
integrals weighted by the photoionization cross sections. The
corresponding values of the undetected Rb 6s and Cs 7s states
reﬂect the noise level and can only be considered as upper
bounds. Thus, although the populations of the Rb 6s and Cs 7s
states and of the lower lying states (Rb 5s and Cs 6s, 6p) are
undetermined, the Rb 5p3/2 and 4d states are nearly equally
populated. When we assume that the Rb 5p level is populated
purely by radiative decay, this population corresponds to a
fraction of about 13% of the original 6s population whereas the
5p1/2 state is populated only by 7%.
69 However, the fact that
the measured population of the 5p1/2 state only amounts to
about 8% of the 5p3/2 population indicates that an additional
droplet-induced decay process is active. In the case of Cs only
the 5d state is detected so no quantitative comparison with
other states can be made.
The detection of photoelectrons exclusively out of relaxed
states seems to contradict the results from ion imaging which
clearly demonstrate that desorption proceeds according to the
pseudodiatomic model for a ﬁxed (n + 1)sΣ electronic
conﬁguration. For Na excited into the droplet-perturbed states
5s and 4d, the presence of relaxation channels was also
observed in the speed distributions of the desorbed atoms.44 A
broad, nearly laser wavelength independent component
extending out to velocities ∼1500 m/s (kinetic energy ∼270
meV) was assigned to atoms having undergone relaxation to
Figure 11. (a) Raw (upper half) and Abel inverted photoelectron
image (lower half) of Rb+ ions recorded with Rb-doped He
nanodroplets excited into the 6sΣ state at the laser wavenumber ν =
21 400 cm−1. (b) and (c) Photoelectron spectra of Rb and Cs inferred
from images recorded at the laser wavenumbers 21 400 cm−1 and 18
700 cm−1, respectively. The vertical bars represent the relative
populations in the respective atomic states.
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the lower 3d level. However, in the present experiments on Rb
and Cs in the (n + 1)s state, no such broad component of the
ion distributions is observed (Figure 3). The range of kinetic
energies observed (Figure 6) matches well the values expected
for dissociation proceeding along the Rb and Cs (n + 1)sΣ
potentials, Figure 1.
Furthermore, we have considered the possibility that the
photoelectron peaks from relaxed states could be associated
with Rb2
+ and Cs2
+ dimer ions. However, the relative yield of
dimers falls far below the proportion of photoelectrons in
relaxed states. Besides, the dependence of the signal intensity of
the relaxed electrons on the Rb and Cs vapor pressure in the
doping cells clearly indicates that these electrons correlate to
Rb+ and Cs+ atomic ions. In addition, the possible correlation
of these electrons with large ion masses, resulting from
unfragmented ion-doped He droplets, was probed by perform-
ing dedicated time-of-ﬂight measurements using a diﬀerent
detection unit. The measured proportion of large cluster ions to
Rb+ again stayed well behind that of relaxed electrons to
(undetected) electrons out of the Rb 6s state. However, due to
the uncertainty in determining the relative detection eﬃciency
for large ions, this possibility cannot strictly be ruled out.
Thus, our observations seem to imply that electronic
relaxation occurs with some time delay with respect to the
strong repulsive interaction which accelerates the dopant atom
away from the droplet surface. He-induced electronic couplings
may be facilitated by the formation of a compressed shell of He
atoms around the dopant in the course of desorption (t = 0.5−
1.5 ps, Figure 8). Theoretical modeling of the coupled electron
dynamics of excited dopant−droplet complexes as well as time
and mass-resolved ion and electron imaging experiments are
needed to resolve this puzzling issue.
For the sake of completeness we present in Figure 12 the
results of analyzing a series of photoelectron images taken
within the Rb 6sΣ band. The slight shift to higher wavenumbers
of the spectral feature measured by detecting electrons with
respect to ions (Figure 12a) likely results from contributions of
ionized Rb2 in the electron measurement.
The relative yields of photoelectrons out of the relaxed states
4d, 5p3/2, and 5p1/2 are depicted in Figure 12b. Similarly to our
previous measurements around the Rb 6pΠ state, the relative
populations of the lowest detected levels increase as the laser is
detuned below the droplet resonance. This change in relative
populations likely reﬂects the variation of the monomer to
dimer ratio. Changing relaxation rates into the various target
electronic states of Rb due to droplet interactions may also
contribute.
The anisotropy parameters β2 and β4, which characterize the
angular distribution of emitted electrons by two-photon
ionization,70 are depicted in Figure 12c,d. The values of β2
remain nearly constant within the accuracy of the measurement
over the excitation spectrum. The β4 values for the 5p states are
roughly consistent with zero for all laser wavenumbers. This
indicates vanishing alignment of the electron orbitals as
previously found for Rb 6pΠ excitation.33 However, the 4d
orbital appears to retain a certain degree of orbital alignment
when exciting on the blue side of the Rb 6sΣ band. Likely, this
is due to faster desorption when exciting further up the
repulsive branch of the Rb−HeN potential.
■ SUMMARY
We have studied the desorption dynamics of the heavy alkali
metal atoms Rb and Cs oﬀ the surface of He nanodroplets,
initiated by excitation to the perturbed 6s and 7s states,
respectively. As for Li and Na adatoms,22 the calculations reveal
a complex response of the He droplet to the impulsive
perturbation induced by the excitation of the Rb and Cs
adatoms. We ﬁnd signiﬁcant local deformations of the droplets
and three distinct types of nonlinear density waves that
propagate through the droplets at diﬀerent speeds. Never-
theless, both the measured and theoretically calculated mean
kinetic energies of the desorbed atoms, which are in excellent
agreement, can be modeled as a simple pseudodiatomic direct
photodissociation reaction driven by a highly repulsive
interaction. We ﬁnd values of the eﬀective mass of the He
droplet interacting with Rb and Cs of about 10 and 13 He
atoms, respectively. Deviations from this simple model are
found experimentally for the desorption dynamics of Rb on He
droplets excited to the 6p state.
The photoelectron spectra measured upon excitation to the
perturbed 6s and 7s states evidence signiﬁcant electronic
relaxation of the desorbed Rb and Cs atoms into lower-lying
states, at variance with analogous measurements using the light
alkali metal species Li and Na attached to He droplets. Though
the ion and electron measurements appear to be contradictory,
possible correlations of the observed electrons with other ion
signals can largely be ruled out.
This puzzling issue will be further studied by measuring
photoelectron spectra with femtosecond time-resolution in
pump−probe experiments. Further theoretical work in this
direction is also planned.
Figure 12. Total photoion signal and photoelectron counts (a),
relative abundances of electrons out of diﬀerent atomic states (b), and
anisotropy parameters β2 (c) and β4 (d) inferred from electron images
recorded a various laser wavelengths around the maximum of the Rb
6sΣ absorption band.
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3.2 Picosecond solvation dynamics of alkali cations
Resumen (Spanish)
En esta seccio´n se presenta el estudio de la dina´mica de a´tomos neutros de
rubidio y cesio tras su fotoionizacio´n desde su posicio´n de equilibrio sobre la
superficie de una nanogota de 4He1000 superfluida, utilizando la TDDFT. Este
estudio complementa al presentado para el caso del Ba (Seccio´n 2.1).
Estas dina´micas comienzan con el desplazamiento de las impurezas hacia el
interior de la gota debido a la interaccio´n atractiva que existe entre ambos cationes
y el helio. Debido a estas fuertes interacciones atractivas, los a´tomos de helio
en la superficie de la nanogota ma´s cercanos a las impurezas son ra´pidamente
atra´ıdos hacia las impurezas, produciendo la formacio´n de estructuras con capas
de solvatacio´n de alta densidad —llamadas snowball— en torno a los cationes de
Rb+ y Cs+.
En el caso del rubidio se observa que esta estructura esta´ completamente for-
mada tras los diez primeros picosegundos, producie´ndose para tiempos ma´s largos
la solvatacio´n de la impureza; mientras que para el caso del cesio, la formacio´n
del snowball impide que la impureza de hunda hacia el interior de la nanogota,
haciendo que el Cs+ escape de la gota llevando consigo algunas decenas de a´tomos
de helio. Esto es debido a que el apantallamiento producido por esta formacio´n
de helio hace que la estructura Cs+ + snowball este´ poco ligada a la gota. Estos
resultados se deben en parte al taman˜o del catio´n de cesio con respecto al taman˜o
de la nanogota, como hemos podido comprobar mediante la simulacio´n de este
feno´meno usando una superficie helio libre en lugar de una gota, en el que ambos
cationes experimentan un hundimiento directo hacia el interior del l´ıquido como
cabe esperar debido la fuerte interaccio´n atractiva entre las impurezas y el helio.
Por otro lado, en el caso del Rb+ se observa la nucleacio´n de vo´rtices cuanti-
zados a consecuencia de las fuertes deformaciones superficiales producidas por el
hundimiento del catio´n.
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The dynamics following the photoionization of neutral Rb and Cs atoms residing in a dimple at the surface
of a superfluid 4He1000 nanodroplet has been investigated within time-dependent density functional theory,
complementing a previous study on Ba. The calculations reveal that structured high density helium solvation
layers form around both the Rb+ and Cs+ cation on a picosecond time scale, forming so-called snowballs. In
contrast to the Rb+ ion, Cs+ is not solvated by the 4He1000 droplet but rather desorbs from it as a Cs+Hen snowball.
This outcome is partially related to the large size of Cs+ cation in relation to the helium droplet as is revealed by
calculations performed using a planar helium surface. The large droplet deformations induced by the solvation
of the Rb+ cation is found to lead to efficient nucleation of quantized vortex loops or rings.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.90.224518 PACS number(s): 36.40.Wa, 32.30.Jc, 67.25.dw, 67.25.dk
I. INTRODUCTION
Ions are often used as probes to investigate the properties
of superfluid liquid helium by determining their mobility (see
Refs. [1–4], and references therein). Due to electrostriction, the
positive ion locally perturbs the superfluid so strongly that in
most cases it is surrounded by very inhomogeneous, high den-
sity helium solvation layers [2]. The solvation structure, which
depends strongly on the ionic species, is a nanoscopic solidlike
complex that rigidly moves along with the cation, hence its
name “snowball” [5]. Potentially these ionic snowballs can
also be used to probe the properties of helium nanodroplets.
These droplets are created by condensation of the expanding
helium gas and reach a limiting temperature of about 0.37 K
[6,7], clearly below the superfluid transition temperature in
liquid 4He, Tλ = 2.17 K. Early Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
calculations indicated that a very small droplet containing
less than 100 atoms already displays features pertaining to
the superfluid state of bulk liquid helium [8–11]. This was
later confirmed in a cornerstone experiment by Toennies and
co-workers on mixed 3He- 4He droplets doped with carbonyl
sulfide (OCS) [12]. The solvated OCS molecule was found to
display a rotationally resolved vibrational spectrum, indicating
that it rotates inside the 4He core of the mixed droplet. The
minimum number of 4He atoms in the core needed to produce
the effect was found to be about 60, in good agreement with
the calculations [8].
Another manifestation of superfluidity is the frictionless
displacement of impurities inside helium if they move at
velocities below the so-called critical Landau velocity vL.
This property is due to the peculiar maxon-roton structure of
the superfluid excitation spectrum. Impurities moving inside a
superfluid helium droplet would lose their translational energy
by exciting elementary excitation until reaching a velocity
below vL. Consequently, if impurities are ejected from the
droplet their velocity distribution should display a limiting
velocity. This has been recently established for several atomic
and molecular impurities in droplets consisting of just 1000
helium atoms [13,14].
The appearance of quantized vortices is yet another man-
ifestation of superfluidity. First experimental indications of
the presence of vortices in helium droplets was provided by
the surface deposition of large droplets doped with Ag atoms
[15]. Upon impact, the helium atoms evaporate while the Ag
atoms remain on the surface keeping their “in situ” cluster
structure, revealing a filamentlike distribution corresponding
to the vortex line they were originally attached to inside the
droplet. Experiments for other atomic impurities have been
recently conducted, where the presence of vortex lines in
helium droplets has been exploited to guide the formation
of ultrathin nanowires [16–18].
Very recently, in a femtosecond x-ray coherent diffrac-
tive imaging experiment the existence of vortex arrays in
helium droplets has been confirmed [19]. The diffraction
images revealed characteristic Bragg patterns from Xe clusters
trapped on the vortex cores present in the helium droplets.
These droplets are produced by fragmentation of a cryogenic
fluid and consist of N = 108–1011 atoms and are thus true
mesoscopic pieces of superfluid helium. Hence, it is not
surprising that they host vortex lines, which either preexist in
the expanding fluid or are created in the fragmentation process.
A different question is whether vortices nucleate when
droplets are created by condensation of an expanding gas
which is the method used to produce helium droplets contain-
ing several thousand atoms [20]. In principle, these droplets
can carry enough energy and angular momentum to create
a vortex. Moreover, in experiments with doped droplets
the pickup process might lead to vortex nucleation. Once
nucleated, pinning to the impurity would stabilize a vortex
inside the droplet due to the lack of decay channels that
conserve both energy and angular momentum [21,22]. The
experimental detection of vortices in helium droplets made of
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a few thousand He atoms is, however, a still unsolved issue.
It is expected that they could be detected by spectroscopic
techniques [23,24] as their presence affects the spectrum of
the dopants they contain [25,26]. However, for the systems
considered the width of the absorption spectrum is larger than
the shift introduced by the presence of the vortex, thereby
impeding the possible detection of vortices [27,28].
Ionization of an impurity in a helium droplet leads to a
strong perturbation of the system since the created cation
interacts more strongly with the helium than its neutral
precursor. For an impurity residing at the surface of a helium
droplet, such as an alkali atom or heavy alkaline-earth atom,
the cation is expected to become fully solvated by the helium,
i.e., sink into the helium droplet. Several studies indeed
indicate that following the ionization of alkali atoms the
created cations remain attached to the droplet [29–32]. These
experiments, however, provide no details on the location of
the cation. Recently the complete solvation of a cation has
been experimentally confirmed for Ba+. The 6p 2P ← 6s 2S
absorption spectrum of the Ba+ cation was found to be
identical to that obtained in bulk liquid He, indicating that
the ion becomes indeed solvated by the droplet within the
100 ns time scale of the experiment [33]. The solvation
dynamics of the Ba+ has also been addressed theoretically
within time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) for
the Ba@He1000 system [28]. It was found that due to the
relatively strong ion-helium interaction, the velocity of the
Ba+ cation during the solvation process temporarily exceeds
vL, leading to the nucleation of a quantized ring vortex.
The calculated 6p 2P ← 6s 2S absorption spectrum of Ba+
revealed a clear time dependence due to the solvation of the
ion but was not noticeably affected by the presence of the ring
vortex [28].
Here we report TDDFT calculations on the solvation
dynamics of Rb+ and Cs+ cations produced by ionization
of the neutral precursor initially located at the surface of
a 4He1000 droplet. The work on these systems is motivated
by recent experiments which reveal that upon ionization
extended snowball distributions up to Rb+@4He41 and
Cs+@4He41 are formed [34], showing distinct intensity steps
at masses corresponding to Rb+@4He14 and Cs+@4He16.
These steps have been identified as the filling of the first
solvation shell around the cation, somewhat defining the
snowball. In addition, these two systems complement our
work on Ba+ [28]. Since compared to Ba+, the interac-
tion of an alkali cation with helium is much stronger, the
results will provide additional insight into the snowball
formation and the nucleation of vortices in small helium
droplets.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
A. He-dopant pair potentials
One of the key ingredients for the simulations presented
in this study are the potential energy curves (PEC) between
helium atoms and neutral or charged dopants. The Rb-He and
Cs-He ground state pair potentials have been taken from Ref.
[35]. These potentials are based on perturbative calculations
but agree well with recent ab initio computations for Rb-He
[36–38] and Cs-He [38] carried out at the CCSD(T) level of
theory adopting extended basis sets.
For Rb+ and Cs+ cations, the available potentials date back
to 1990 [39], and have been essentially obtained by inversion
of experimental data. To determine them we performed
computations at the CCSD(T) level of theory, as implemented
in the MOLPRO 2010 computational code [40]. The core
electrons of the metal atoms have been described with the dhf
pseudopotential [41], and for the valence electrons we selected
the QZVP Gaussians basis set [42]. The aug-cc-pV5Z basis
[43] has been adopted for helium, and a 3s3p2d set of bond
functions [44] has been placed midway between the two nuclei.
The interaction energy has been determined in the range from
2 to 12 ˚A at 33 (38) internuclear distances in the case of
Rb+-He (Cs+-He), using the standard counterpoise technique
proposed by Boys and Bernardi [45]. The spatial grids finely
sample (i.e., with 0.1 ˚A steps) the regions of the repulsive
wall and the attractive well of the potentials, while sparser
grids are selected for the long-range tail. We also conducted
test computations on Rb+-He at the CCSD(T) level of theory,
either adopting the Def2 pseudopotential [46] on the metal
atom, and the larger QZVPP basis set [42]. The changes in the
computed interaction energy are very small, and do not play a
relevant role in the simulation of the dynamics of Rb+@4HeN
aggregates.
FIG. 1. (Color online) Top panel: Solid line, spherically averaged
helium density profile of the Rb+@4He1000 complex, left scale.
Dotted line, number of 4He atoms as a function of distance to the
cation, right scale. Bottom panel: Solid line, Rb+-He pair potential of
Ref. [39]; dots, pair potential calculated in this work. Next to them,
the nonaveraged helium density around the cation is shown by means
of surfaces of constant density ρ = 0.08 ˚A−3. Ten isodensity contours
in a plane passing through the center of the complex are shown in the
0.04–0.0218 ˚A−3 range.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Top panel: Solid line, spherically averaged
helium density profile of the Cs+@4He1000 complex, left scale.
Dotted line, number of 4He atoms as a function of distance to the
cation, right scale. Bottom panel: Solid line, Cs+-He pair potential of
Ref. [39]; dots, pair potential calculated in this work. Next to them,
the nonaveraged helium density around the cation is shown by means
of surfaces of constant density ρ = 0.08 ˚A−3. Ten isodensity contours
in a plane passing through the center of the complex are shown in the
0.04–0.0218 ˚A−3 range.
Figures 1 and 2 show the CCSD(T) pair potentials, whose
features are consistent with the ionic radii of the two cations:
As one moves from Rb+ to Cs+ (i.e., increases the size of the
charged species) the potential well shifts to larger internuclear
distances and its depth decreases. Interestingly, in the two PEC
the internuclear distance at the minimum potential energy is
quite close to the sum of the ionic radius of the cation and the
van der Waals radius of helium (3.06 and 3.21 ˚A for Rb+-He
and Cs+-He, respectively). This suggests that in both systems
electronic repulsion takes place as soon as the electronic clouds
of the cation and helium overlap.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, in the case of Cs+-He there are
no significant differences between our PEC and that proposed
by Koutselos et al. [39]. We obtain a minimum interaction
energy of −169 K at the internuclear distance of 3.35 ˚A,
to be compared with their value of −169 K at 3.47 ˚A. In
the case of Rb+-He the gross features of both potentials are
also similar, but the attractive well calculated at the CCSD(T)
level (−218 K) is 5% deeper (−204 K) [39]. The internuclear
distance at the minimum is 3.05 ˚A for both potentials. For
this reason, we carried out simulations using both PECs in
the case of Rb+. The results turned out to be very similar and
consequently in the following we only discuss those obtained
with the CCSD(T) potential. For completeness, we also show
in Fig. 3 the He-Ba+ pair potential [28]. The potential is much
less attractive (−30.1 K) as compared to the Rb+-He and
FIG. 3. (Color online) Top panel: Solid line, helium density
profile of the Ba+@4He1000 complex, left scale. Dotted line, number
of 4He atoms as a function of distance to the cation, right scale.
Bottom panel: Dots, Ba+-He pair potential [28]. Solid line, fit to the
pair potential used in this work that includes a r−4 term appropriate
for cation-atom potentials. Next to it, the helium density around the
cation is shown by means of a surface of density ρ = 0.05 ˚A−3.
Ten isodensity contours in a plane passing through the center of the
complex are shown in the 0.04–0.0218 ˚A−3 range.
Cs+-He potentials, and the attractive well is located at larger
internuclear distances (5.0 ˚A) due to the presence of an electron
in the 6s orbital of barium.
B. DFT for bosons
We address the static and dynamic properties of doped
helium droplets within density functional theory (DFT) [47]. In
its static version, this approach has been successfully applied to
the study of many problems in bulk liquid helium and droplets
(see Ref. [48], and references therein). The development of
TDDFT methods applicable to microscopic superfluids [49,50]
has opened the way to a real-time description of doped droplets
in a size range of experimental interest [14,28,51]. Besides
DFT, we have used the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
to factorize the electronic and nuclear wave functions, the
Franck-Condon approximation which assumes that the atomic
nuclei do not change their positions or momenta during the
electronic transition, and the diatomics-in-molecules approxi-
mation [52].
We have considered a droplet made of N = 1000 helium
atoms and have first obtained the structure of the neutral alkali-
droplet complex in the ground state. Due to the large mass of
Rb and Cs atoms compared to that of He, we describe them
as classical particles in the dynamics while their effect on
the statics is incorporated as an external field acting upon
224518-3
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the droplet [14,53]. Accordingly, the energy of the system is
written as
E[ρ] =
∫
dr
{
~2
2mHe
|∇
√
ρ(r)|2 + EHe[ρ(r)]
}
+
∫
dr ρ(r) VX(|rAk − r|), (1)
where EHe is the potential energy density per unit volume, Ak
represents either the Rb or Cs atom, ρ(r) is the He particle
density at point r, and rAk is the impurity location.
As indicated, the Rb-He and Cs-He ground state pair
potentials VX have been taken from Ref. [35]. The DF used in
the present work [54] is a modified version of the Orsay-Trento
functional [47] able to handle very structured helium config-
urations as those expected to appear around fairly attractive
impurities as cations. Examples of such configurations for
several alkali and alkaline-earth ion snowballs obtained by
static DFT calculations can be found in Refs. [4,55,28].
Upon variation of Eq. (1) one obtains the Euler-Lagrange
equation that is solved to determine the equilibrium density
ρ0(r) of the droplet and the location of the dopant atom rAk0
[56]. Schematically,
δ
δρ
(
~2
2mHe
∣∣∇√ρ∣∣2 + EHe
)
+ VX = μ, (2)
where μ is the chemical potential of the He droplet.
Equation (2) has been solved in Cartesian coordinates using
a spatial grid of 0.4 ˚A and a 200×200×250 point mesh.
The derivatives have been calculated with 13-point formulas.
Extensive use of fast-Fourier techniques [57] has been made to
efficiently calculate the energy density and mean field potential
[14,51]. The calculations indicate that the alkali atoms are
located on the surface of the droplets. A two-dimensional plot
of the resulting helium dimple structure for Rb and Cs can be
found in Fig. 3 of Ref. [56].
The dynamics is triggered by the sudden substitution of the
Ak-He ground state pair potential VX by that corresponding to
Ak+-He, V +X . Since the resulting Ak+@4He1000 configuration
is not at equilibrium, the system evolves in time. Within
TDDFT, we represent the He droplet by a complex effective
wave function He(r,t) such that ρ(r,t) = |He(r,t)|2. The
position of the Ak+ cation rAk+ (t) obeys the Newton equation.
Consequently,
i~
∂
∂t
He =
[
− ~
2
2mHe
∇2 + δEHe
δρ(r) + V
+
X (|r − rAk+ |)
]
He,
mAk+ r¨Ak+ = −∇rAk+
[ ∫
dr ρ(r)V +X (|r − rAk+ |)
]
= −
∫
dr[∇ρ(r)]V +X (|r − rAk+ |). (3)
The initial condition to solve Eqs. (3) is the equilib-
rium droplet-neutral Ak configuration, (r,t = 0) = √ρ0(r),
rAk+ (t = 0) = rAk0 . The initial velocity of the Ak+ cation is
set to zero. Equations (3) have been solved using the same grid
as for the static problem and a time step of 0.5 fs. We have
used for both a predictor-corrector method fed by a few time
steps obtained by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm [58].
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison between the spherically av-
eraged DFT density profile (solid line) and QMC density profile [3]
(dashed line) for the Cs+@4He64 complex, left scale. Also shown is
the number of 4He atoms as a function of distance to the cation, right
scale.
III. RESULTS
A. Statics
It has been experimentally determined that alkali atoms
reside at the surface of 4He droplets [56,59], a result that is
reproduced by DFT calculations [56]. At variance, Rb+ and
Cs+ cations are fully solvated and develop snowball structures
[3]. The calculated equilibrium configuration of Rb+@4He1000
and Cs+@4He1000 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. In
both cases, a highly structured helium density appears around
the cation, in agreement with variational and QMC calculations
[3,60]. The spherically averaged helium number density shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 as a function of distance to the cation reveals a
clear shell structure. By integrating this density over the radial
coordinate the number of helium atoms in the solvation shells
can be determined. Using this procedure the first solvation
shell is found to host 19.2 (21.4) atoms for Rb+ (Cs+). These
values are somewhat larger than those found experimentally
[32,34] and by QMC calculations [3]. Figure 3 shows the
equilibrium configuration of Ba+@4He1000. In contrast to Rb+
and Cs+, the Ba+ ion is found to be surrounded by a smooth
and unstructured helium density, in agreement with QMC
calculations [61]. This difference is a direct consequence of
the much weaker interaction of the Ba+ ion with the helium,
vide supra.
For the sake of comparison, we show in Fig. 4 the
spherically averaged DFT density profile and QMC density
profile corresponding to the Cs+@4He64 droplet [3]. It can be
seen that the minor discrepancy mainly appears in the second
solvation shell. This seems to be a very general trend [4,55],
likely reflecting that the occupancy of the first solvation shell is
essentially determined by the impurity-droplet interaction and
is less sensitive to the theoretical approach used to describe
the system.
Using these helium densities we have calculated the zero
electron kinetic energy (ZEKE) spectrum for Rb, Cs, and Ba.
Besides being interesting by itself [62], the ZEKE spectrum
probes the structure of the surface dimple state of the dopant
atom and the accuracy of the He-cation ground state pair
potential. Since the impurities are described classically and
the electron orbitals are not explicitly included, the ZEKE
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Top panel: ZEKE spectrum for Ba in
arbitrary units. Dashed line, experimental result for a N = 2700
droplet [62]. Calculated spectra: solid line, 4He1000 droplet; squares,
4He3000 droplet; dotted line, helium flat surface. The ionization energy
of the Ba atom is 42 034.91 cm−1 (vertical line) [65]. Bottom panel:
Calculated ZEKE spectrum in arbitrary units for Rb (solid line) and
Cs (dashed line) in a N = 1000 droplet. In both cases, the spectrum
refers to the ionization energy (vertical line), 33 690.81 cm−1 for Rb
and 31 406.47 cm−1 for Cs, respectively [65].
spectrum is calculated from the semiclassical approximation
of the vibrational Franck-Condon factors of an instantaneous
transition from the neutral ground state to the ionic state. This
is written as the vertical transition of the atom from the ground
state well potential to that of the Ak+-He well for the same
helium configuration:
ω =
∫
dr ρ0(r) [V +X (|rAk0 − r|) − VX(|rAk0 − r|)]. (4)
The above expression gives the peak position for a given
configuration referenced to the ionization energy of a free
atom. The complete spectrum is obtained by DF sampling of
the helium density [63].
For the case of barium, the Ba-He and Ba+-He pair
potentials have been taken from Refs. [64,28], respectively.
The ZEKE spectrum of Ba+@4He1000, referenced to the
ionization energy of Ba, 42 034.91 cm−1 [65], is shown
in Fig. 5. The experimental spectrum corresponding to a
¯N = 2700 droplet [62], which is also shown in this figure, has
a long tail towards high energies. This tail has been attributed
to the presence of autoionizing states in the continuum and
consequently should not be considered when comparing to
the calculations. The calculated ZEKE spectrum for the
N = 1000 droplet clearly reveals a smaller shift from the
atomic ionization threshold than the experimental spectrum.
This apparent disagreement between theory and experiment
is likely a finite-size (curvature) effect [66]. To confirm this
conjecture we have calculated ZEKE spectra for a N = 3000
droplet and also for a flat helium surface (see Sec. III B). The
corresponding results which are shown in the top panel of the
figure reveal a much better agreement with experiment.
The ZEKE spectra of Rb and Cs presented in Fig. 5 have
been calculated using the Ak-He pair potentials available in
the literature [35] and the ionic potentials calculated in present
work. For these two species, no experimental information is
available. A comparison reveals that the helium induced shift
is significantly larger for Rb than for Cs. This can be attributed
to a stronger Rb+-He interaction (see Figs. 1 and 2) and the
deeper dimple structure for Rb compared to Cs [56]. The
calculated shifts are significantly larger than the ionization
thresholds that have been determined by extrapolation of
the Rydberg series for these systems [67,68], or measured
directly via two-step ionization [31]. This difference can
be attributed to the fact that experiment and theory do not
probe the same ionization threshold. In our calculations we
determine the ionization threshold for the direct ionization of
the system. In the aforementioned experiments the system
is first excited to an intermediate state from which the
higher excited states are probed. Following excitation to this
intermediate state the system relaxes as the helium rearranges
around the excited atom. Consequently, in the experiments
the ionization threshold is measured not for the ground state
helium configuration but rather for that corresponding to an
excited atom. This is thought to be the main reason for the
difference between the experimental and theoretical results.
This assumption is supported by the ZEKE spectra recorded
for ground state and excited Ba atoms on helium droplets
[62]. Here the reduction of the ionization threshold for the
excited atom was about half of that found for the ground
state configuration. A similar difference in the ionization shift
is seen here for the Rb and Cs atoms when comparing the
experimental and theoretical data. In addition, the calculated
shifts match very well the experimentally observed shift for
ground state Na atoms on helium droplets [30,69]. In view
of this we conclude that the initial position of the impurities
as well as their interaction with the helium are accurately
described in the present calculations.
B. Dynamics
The static calculations have shown that the equilibrium
configuration of the cation-droplet system corresponds to a
fully solvated impurity residing in the bulk of the droplet.
Based on our work on Ba, it is expected that upon creation of an
alkali cation at the surface of a helium droplet the ion becomes
fully solvated on a time scale on the order of 10 ps [28].
Figure 6 shows snapshots of the dynamical evolution of the
Rb+@4He1000 system. Inspection of the multimedia material
[70], as well as integration of the helium density inside the
first solvation shell around the impurity as a function of time,
reveals that a snowball structure fully develops in about 20 ps.
Notice that the formation of the snowball breaks the axial
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Dynamic evolution of the Rb+@4He1000
complex when the neutral Rb is suddenly ionized. The corresponding
time is indicated in each frame. The dark spots in the t = 160 and
200 ps frames are the cross section of nucleated vortex loops
(see Fig. 12).
symmetry of the system, much like density fluctuations tend
to do. This strongly affects the subsequent dynamics of the
snowball structure and leads to a loss of the axial symmetry
of the droplet. After the formation of the Rb+ snowball, the
whole structure becomes solvated by helium on a 100 ps time
scale. During the entire dynamics the Rb+ ion remains almost
stationary while the helium rearranges around the ion. We
have found the same behavior and time scales when using the
He-Rb+ pair potential of Ref. [39], even though this interaction
potential is less attractive than the one we have calculated here.
If one compares the result for Rb+ with the dynamics of the
Ba+ cation whose interaction with the helium is much weaker
[28], one finds noticeable differences between the way these
ions become solvated. Whereas the Rb+ ion remains almost
stationary as the helium rearranges, the Ba+ was found to sink
into the helium droplet and to perform a nearly undamped
FIG. 7. (Color online) Dynamic evolution of the Cs+@4He1000
complex when the neutral Cs is suddenly ionized. The corresponding
time is indicated in each frame.
oscillatory motion inside the droplet. The initial position of
the cation, i.e., the depth of the dimple structure, as well as
the interaction strength thus clearly have a strong effect on the
dynamical evolution of the system.
Since the Cs+-He and Rb+-He interaction potentials as well
as the initial helium dimple structures are quite similar, at least
when compared to barium, one expects very similar dynamics
for these two alkali ions. Inspection of Fig. 7, which shows
the dynamical evolution of the Cs+@4He1000 system, reveals
that like for Rb+ a solvation shell develops around the Cs+.
The time scale of 30 ps is somewhat longer than for Rb+,
which can be attributed to the slightly weaker interaction of
the Cs+ with the helium and the larger distance between the
cation and the droplet. Quite unexpectedly, we find that the Cs+
cation does not become fully solvated by the helium. Rather
it desorbs from the droplet as a snowball containing about
75 helium atoms after t & 90 ps (see Fig. 8). Thus although
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Helium atoms dynamically carried away
around Cs+ at t = 92 ps. The shorter horizontal dashed line indicates
the number of He atoms in the first solvation shell, and the other line
indicates the the total number of He atoms in the ejected, charged
nanocluster. The inset shows the appearing snowball from which the
distance r is defined.
the interaction strength of Rb+ and Cs+ with helium are very
similar, the outcome is dramatically different.
We would like to stress that the conspicuous breaking of the
axial symmetry in the case of Rb+ and Cs+ is not a numerical
artifact but the result of the spontaneous symmetry breaking
caused by the appearance of the highly structured snowball
around the cation. Some details of the subsequent dynamic
evolution might depend on the actual conditions of numerical
procedure we have used to solve the TDDFT equations such as
time and space steps, for instance, that have been chosen by a
compromise between accuracy and computational feasibility.
Although we cannot disregard that the appearance of these
effects are eased by some unavoidable numerical inaccuracies
when handling densities as those displayed in Figs. 1 and 2,
the effect is rooted on a solid physical ground.
To gain insight into the solvation dynamics we have plotted
in Fig. 9 the relative position and velocity of the cation with
respect to the center of mass of the droplet. Inspection of this
figure reveals that the outcome is already determined during
the first few picoseconds of the dynamics. For both systems,
the ion starts moving towards the center of the droplet upon
its creation. In the case of Ba+, the velocity of the ion was
found to increase rather smoothly with time during the initial
phase of the solvation [28]. This is quite different for Rb+ and
Cs+; after their initial acceleration towards the droplet center,
these ions are slowed down and start to move in the opposite
direction (see also multimedia material corresponding to
Figs. 6, 7, and 9). In the case of Rb+, the ion reaches a
maximum velocity of 112 m/s before it is slowed down and
changes its direction after 3.3 ps. During this time the ion has
traveled 1.9 ˚A and penetrated into the droplet. As time goes on
the ion accelerates away from the droplet, slows down again,
and eventually changes direction anew. This process repeats
itself with a period of approximately 3 ps for about 25 ps after
which the ion remains almost stationary and becomes solvated
by the helium droplet. The Cs+ ion performs a somewhat
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Position and speed of the alkali cation with
respect to the helium center of mass as a function of time for the full
calculations and for that carried out using the frozen helium density
corresponding to the initial conditions. The inset shows the evolution
during the first 5 ps.
similar motion but with a very different outcome. At the start
of the evolution the Cs+ ion is accelerated towards the droplet
center but only reaches a speed of 24 m/s before it slows down
again. When it comes to a standstill after 3.3 ps it has moved
only 0.42 ˚A and is still at the surface of the droplet. From 5.5
ps onwards the Cs+ moves away from the droplet from which
it eventually desorbs after t & 90 ps.
As the outcome of the dynamics appears to be determined
during the first few picoseconds it raises the question as to
what is the origin for the different behavior during the initial
phase. Obviously the initial position of the ion will affect the
outcome. Upon creation the Ba+ ion is located in a rather
deep dimple while the alkali ions are located considerably
further away from the droplet surface, as reflected by the
distance between the ion and the helium droplet center of
mass which amounts to 25.5, 26.5, and 26.9 ˚A for Ba+,
Rb+, and Cs+, respectively. Consequently, one expects that
the Ba+ ion becomes most easily solvated. The difference in
the dynamics of Rb+ and Cs+ is not that easily accounted
for. Analysis of the ions’ motion reveals that the evolution
of both systems during the first picosecond is determined by
the cation-droplet interaction potential corresponding to the
initial condition. This signifies that deformation of the droplet
is not important up to this time. Calculations performed using
a frozen helium distribution reveal that if the ions were to
evolve according to the initial potential they would perform an
oscillatory motion with a period of 9 and 11.5 ps for Rb+ and
Cs+, respectively (see Fig. 9). The fact that a quite different
motion is observed at longer times has to be attributed to a
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change in the helium density. This change occurs after 1–2 ps
as can be seen from the inset of Fig. 9, which compares the
velocity of the ions found in the simulations and calculated
using the frozen helium density approximation. Analysis of
the helium densities suggests that the helium atoms located in
the surface region close to the cation are involved. The light
helium atoms are expected to be quickly accelerated towards
the heavy cation due to the strong Ak+-He interaction. The
helium atoms rushing into the ion will slow it down, or even
change its direction. Eventually these helium atoms will bind
to the cation to form a snowball structure. At this point the
interaction of the cation with the rest of the droplet becomes
significantly weakened due to the screening of the ionic charge
by the surrounding helium atoms. Depending on the velocity
of the snowball and the strength of its interaction with the rest
of the droplet it might or might not become solvated.
Thus, solvation, snowball formation, and desorption are
dynamical processes that are not simply determined by the
energy balance. They are affected by other properties as well,
like the size of the helium droplet. As discussed above, the
Cs+ cation does not become solvated by a 4He1000 droplet. As
the ionic radius is fairly large compared to that of the helium
droplet, curvature effects might contribute to a weakening of
the ion-droplet effective interaction. Unfortunately, addressing
the dynamics of doped droplets with a number of helium atoms
significantly larger than N = 1000 is computationally very
demanding. Preliminary results for Cs+@4He2000 seem to in-
dicate that in this case the Cs+ cation becomes solvated by the
helium. To establish the behavior for even larger systems we
have carried out a series of simulations in which an impurity on
a planar helium surface is suddenly ionized. This system has no
curvature limitations, and locally mimics a very large droplet.
To prevent the spurious bouncing back of the density waves
at the walls of the simulation cell an absorbing potential has
been added at its boundaries [71]. Figure 10 shows snapshots
of the simulation of a Cs atom on a planar helium surface that
is suddenly ionized [70]. At variance with the results for the
N = 1000 droplet, the Cs+ cation becomes solvated. This
difference can be traced back to the initial phase of the
evolution. In Fig. 11 the acceleration of the Cs ion during
the initial phase of the evolution is plotted. The results for the
droplet and the planar surface are very similar during the first
few picoseconds, except that the magnitude of the acceleration
is slightly larger for the planar surface. As a result, the ion
travels further into helium before it is decelerated. This affects
the later dynamics and eventually leads to the solvation of the
ion. The small difference in the initial acceleration is directly
related to the difference in the initial interaction potential. This
in turn is fully determined by the helium density distribution
resulting from the interaction of the neutral atom with the
helium.
The dynamical processes found in this study are closely
related to those occurring when ionizing pure helium droplets.
As first observed by Gspann, electron impact ionization of He
clusters leads to the formation of charged nanoclusters with
sizes similar as found for Cs+ [72]. In those experiments an
impinging electron ionizes a helium atom. When this happens
at the droplet surface, the situation is rather similar to that
in our simulations. The explanation proposed by Gspann for
the formation of what he called minicluster ions is essentially
the one we have found in our simulations, i.e., the positive
FIG. 10. (Color online) Dynamic evolution of the Cs+ cation
after sudden ionization of the neutral Cs atom sitting in a dimple
on a planar helium surface. The corresponding time is indicated in
each frame.
charge leads to the formation of a snowball due to the
electrostrictive polarization of the surrounding helium. This
charged nanocluster may be subsequently expelled from the
parent droplet helped by the energy acquired by the ion in the
course of the snowball formation.
As indicated in the Introduction, the solvation of Ba+ is
accompanied by the nucleation of a quantized ring vortex.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Acceleration experienced by a Cs+
cation during the initial phase of the solvation after its creation on a
N = 1000 helium droplet and a flat helium surface.
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Right: Three-dimensional view of the
Rb+-droplet complex at t = 135 ps showing the appearance of several
vortex loops attached to the droplet surface and the snowball around
the cation. Left: The corresponding circulation lines on the x-z plane
cutting a vortex loop.
The same is expected for the solvation of the Rb+ and Cs+
cations. In our work on barium we have shown that the speed
of the cation has to exceed the critical Landau velocity for a
few picoseconds so that the vortex ring has time to nucleate
[28]. This condition is not fulfilled in the present simulations,
neither for Rb+ nor for Cs+ (see Fig. 9). This is most likely
related to the same processes leading to the desorption of
the Cs+. During the initial phase of the dynamics when the
ion moves towards the droplets it is quickly slowed down
by the nearby helium atoms rushing in to form a snowball.
Once the snowball has formed the cation-droplet interaction is
efficiently screened, thereby limiting the maximum achievable
velocity.
Interestingly, we find that in spite of the low velocity of
the Rb+, vortices are nucleated. These result from the large
distortions of the droplet surface caused by the solvation of
Rb+ which acts as nucleation seeds. In contrast to the results
of our previous work, no vortex rings are formed but quantized
vortex loops whose ends are both attached to the droplet
surface [73,74]. One such configuration is displayed in Fig.
12 [70]. The rather distorted vortex loops found here bear
some geometric similarity to the equilibrium configurations
of the curved vortices described in Refs. [22,75]. While these
simulations do not reveal the nucleation of vortex rings this
does not imply that these cannot form. As a matter of fact,
the simulation using the Koutselos Rb+-He pair potentials
reveals the nucleation of a quantized vortex ring induced by
the droplet deformation. This signifies that vortex nucleation
by droplet deformations is a very common process and that
the exact shape of these vortices is determined by the finer
details of the system. Finally, we mention that we have not
seen any ring vortex nucleated in the helium free surface
geometry for any of the cations of this study. Most likely, this
is related to the very different surface distortions and density
waves propagating through the free surface as compared to a
droplet.
IV. SUMMARY
We have investigated by means of TDDFT the solvation
dynamics of Rb+ and Cs+ formed at the surface of He1000
droplets. The solvation dynamics initially proceeds by the
motion of the cation towards the droplet center due to the
attractive interaction between the cation and the helium.
Due to the large interaction strength, helium atoms in the
surface region are quickly accelerated towards the ion forming
a so-called snowball, i.e., a solidlike helium solvation struc-
ture. In the case of Rb+ this process is complete after 10 ps.
At longer times the snowball becomes solvated by the helium
droplet which rearranges itself around the stationary ion. The
large density fluctuations induced by the Rb+ solvation process
lead to the nucleation of quantized vortices. Depending on
the details of the system, these can be either loop or ring
vortices. In the case of Cs+, the initial phase of the snowball
formation prevents the ion from penetrating the helium droplet.
The snowball therefore forms at the surface of the droplet in
about 30 ps. Due to the effective shielding of the Cs+ charge
by its surrounding helium atom, it is only very weakly bound
to the droplet. As a result, the Cs+ snowball desorbs after 90 ps
from the droplet due to helium density fluctuations.
The simulations reveal that the final outcome of the dynam-
ics is strongly determined by the initial phase of the evolution.
In the case of the alkalis investigated here, the snowball
formation initiated by the strong interaction of the cation with
helium hinders a direct solvation of the ion as was observed
for Ba+ which has a much weaker interaction with the helium
[28]. The initial phase of the solvation process depends not
only critically on the interaction strength between the ion and
the helium, but also on the initial helium configuration. In
particular, there is a clear droplet-size dependence especially
apparent in the case of Cs, as simulations of Cs+ on a flat
helium surface have revealed. This reconciles the outcome of
our calculations, carried out for a fairly small droplet, with the
well established experimental fact that upon in situ ionization
of the neutral species, Ba, Rb, and Cs cations remain attached
to helium droplets made of several thousand atoms [29–32]. It
should be noted, however, that in these experiments the alkalis
have been ionized via an intermediate state.
Concluding, the solvation of surface located ions in helium
droplets is not solely determined by the energy balance but
depends strongly on the finer details of the system under study.
As a result, the outcome can be very different for what appear
to be very similar systems.
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Chapter 4
Impurity capture
4.1 Capture of heliophobic atoms by 4He nan-
odroplets: the case of cesium
Resumen (Spanish)
Abordamos el estudio de colisiones de impurezas de cesio —heliofo´bicas—
contra una nanogota de 4He1000 aplicando la Teor´ıa del Funcional de la Densidad
para diferentes energ´ıas de colisio´n y para´metros de impacto.
Para colisiones frontales —para´metro de impacto igual a cero— hemos en-
contrado una variada fenomenolog´ıa. Para la mayor energ´ıa utilizada, Cs a 200
m/s, la impureza traspasa completamente la nanogota de un extremo a otro
tras depositar en ella una cierta cantidad de energ´ıa cine´tica. A medida que la
energ´ıa cine´tica inicial de la impureza disminuye, se puede observar que primero
la impureza rebota contra el helio —para velocidades en torno a 100 m/s— y
finalmente es capturada por la gota —velocidad de impacto de unos 50 m/s—.
Tambie´n hemos estudiado el caso de las colisiones perife´ricas, en las cuales
se deposita tanto energ´ıa cine´tica como momento angular en la gota. Esto nos
ha permitido observar el flujo irrotacional del helio en el interior de la gota y
la nucleacio´n de vo´rtices anulares a consecuencia de las grandes deformaciones
superficiales que se producen en la nanogota. En este caso, para energ´ıas y
para´metros de impacto pequen˜os se produce la captura de la impureza, que queda
sobre la superficie de la gota orbitando al rededor del centro de masas de la misma.
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La fenomenolog´ıa que se desprende de los ca´lculos TDDFT es compatible con lo
observado experimentalmente, solo que en un rango de energ´ıas menor.
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Capture of heliophobic atoms by 4He
nanodroplets: the case of cesium†
Antonio Leal,*a David Mateo,b Alberto Hernando,c Martı´ Pia and Manuel Barrancoa
Within Density Functional Theory (DFT), we address the capture of a Cs atom by a superfluid helium
nanodroplet using models of diﬀerent complexity. In the simplest model, the Cs-droplet potential is
obtained in two extreme approximations, namely the sudden approximation in which one assumes that
the density of the droplet is not relaxed as Cs approaches it, and the adiabatic approximation in which
one assumes that it does. Next, a more complex approach in which the collision is described within a
time-dependent DFT approach is employed. Depending on the energy and impact parameter of the
impinging Cs atom, a rich variety of dynamical phenomena appears that is discussed in some detail.
I. Introduction
Liquid helium drops formed in free jet expansions of helium
gas readily capture atoms and molecules in standard experi-
mental conditions. It was unclear at the beginning whether this
was possible or not, since early experiments were interpreted as
if 4He droplets were transparent to the dopants.1 Experiments
carried out later on demonstrated that this is not the case, as
first shown for Ne atoms captured by 4He drops.2
This ability of helium droplets has had a huge impact on the
development of the physics and chemistry of helium droplets.
Indeed, the isolation of atoms andmolecules in ultracold helium
droplets made of 103–108 atoms has allowed to carry out high
resolution spectroscopic studies of the dopant and to study
chemical reactions at very low temperatures of the order of 0.4 K.
Most of the work done in this area has been reviewed in a series of
papers, see e.g. ref. 3–11 and references therein.
While many studies on the spectroscopy of impurities
attached to helium droplets have been carried out, only a few
studies have addressed the capture of dopants by helium
droplets. For the present purposes, let us just mention two
joint experimental and theoretical works aiming at determining
the density profiles of large 4He and 3He droplets from the
scattering of Ar and Kr atoms oﬀ helium droplets,12,13 and the
microscopic approach to the scattering of 3He and 4He atoms
from inhomogeneous quantum liquids of ref. 14, 15 and
references therein.
Very recently, the simulation of dynamic processes involving
atomic impurities in helium droplets has been undertaken
within time-dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT).
Thus far, TDDFT seems to be the only workable method for
the description of real-time process in helium droplets whose
size is large enough to allow for a sensible comparison with
the current experiments. The method has been applied to the
desorption of alkali atoms16,17 and to the translational dynamics
of atoms and cations in the bulk of the droplets.18–20
In this work we address the capture of simple atoms by
superfluid 4He droplets taking as a study case a heliophobic
species, namely a Cs atom impinging on a droplet made of
N = 1000 helium atoms. It is well known that alkali atoms do not
solvate inside 4He droplets but reside in barely bound dimple
states at their surface.21 Studies on Cs are particularly interesting
since once captured it is known to stay on the droplet surface
even upon photo-excitation.22 We leave for a forthcoming study
the case of a heliophilic species as Xe, for which experiments
similar to these of ref. 12 and 13 can be carried out.23
We first use a rather simple model borrowed from nuclear
physics that was employed in the past to describe heavy ion
collisions. It allows to obtain the absorption cross section of the
Cs atom using as main ingredients the Cs–He pair potential
and the droplet density obtained within Density Functional
Theory (DFT). Next, a full TDDFT calculation is carried out at
several energies and impact parameters. Depending on these
physical inputs, we have found that the Cs atom can get stuck
to the droplet, orbit around it, bounce back or pass across the
droplet. Interestingly, we have found that the capillary waves
produced at the droplet surface during the collision process
may act as nucleation seeds of quantized ring vortices. This
mechanism, similar to that found in Bose–Einstein condensates
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in confined cold gases,24 is different from the one by which
fast-moving impurities in the superfluid25 or in the bulk of
helium droplets20 nucleate vortices when the dopant velocity
exceeds the Landau critical velocity.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe
a simple method to calculate the absorption cross section and the
results obtained in two extreme approximations. In Section III we
briefly present the method we use to describe the Cs-droplet
collision within the TDDFT approach as well as the results
obtained with it. Finally, a summary is presented in Section IV.
II. A simple model for impurity sticking
Inspired in the nucleon–nucleus collision phenomenology,
a liquid drop plus optical model was used in the past to address
elastic, inelastic and absorptive scattering of 4He atoms from
4He droplets.26 It is possible to obtain the cross section for the
capture of a Cs atom by a helium droplet using a well-established
phenomenological model also borrowed from nuclear physics.27
The cross section for the capture is written as28
sðEÞ ¼ p
k2
X1
‘¼0
ð2‘þ 1ÞT‘ (1)
with
k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mE
h2
r
; (2)
where m is the reduced mass of the system and E is the available
energy in the center-of-mass framework. Tl is the l-th transmis-
sion coefficient leading to the capture of Cs in the lth-channel,
where l is the droplet-impurity relative angular momentum in
h units in that channel.
For a large helium droplet at rest, since its mass is much
larger than the Cs atom mass, it would be justified to identify
the center-of-mass of the droplet + impurity framework, where
collision theory is formulated,29 with the laboratory framework,
taking for m the mass of Cs and for the center-of-mass of the
system that of the helium droplet, identifying E with the kinetic
energy of Cs in the laboratory and l with the angular momentum
of the impinging impurity with respect to the center-of-mass of
the droplet. In actual experiments, neither the droplet nor the
impurity are at rest. Rather, the impurity atoms in a secondary
beam cross the droplet beam at some angle.12,13 Unless explicitly
stated, all the results presented in this work are discussed in the
framework in which the helium droplet is at rest before the
collision. In this frame, the center-of-mass sensibly coincides
with that of the droplet, and the relative angular momentum
with the angular momentum of the Cs atom with respect to the
center-of-mass of the droplet. Expressing cross sections and
other physical observables in one frame or another involves
kinematic transformations that depend on the state of motion
of the target (droplet) and projectile (Cs)29 in a particular experi-
ment but are not so relevant for the present purposes.
Provided that the reduced de Broglie wave length of cesium
lCs  1=k { dimension of the droplet, the system behaves
classically and Tl abruptly goes from 0 to 1 in a l-range small
compared with the range of l values leading to capture. We have
checked that this is the case for a N = 1000 atoms droplet and a
typical velocity of 100 m s1. We can thus take Tl = 1 up to a
critical l value lcr (sharp cut-oﬀ approximation). Hence,
sðEÞ ¼ p
k2
X‘cr
‘¼0
ð2‘þ 1Þ ¼ p
k2
‘cr þ 1ð Þ2 (3)
In order to determine lcr, we proceed as follows. Firstly, we
obtain the Cs-droplet interaction potential as a function of the
distance R between the center of mass of the droplet and the
location of the Cs atom. We have two possibilities: either we
relax the helium density r(r) for given R (adiabatic approxi-
mation), of we keep r(r) spherical (sudden approximation).
In both cases, the total interaction potential is obtained by
adding to V(R) the centrifugal term, getting for a given l value
the eﬀective potential
V‘ðRÞ ¼ VðRÞ þ ‘ð‘þ 1Þh
2
2mR2
(4)
As V(R) has an attractive part and l(l + 1)h2/2mR2 is repulsive
and dominant at large distances, Vl(R) has some structure. For
the cases of interest here, it displays a local minimum (‘‘pocket’’)
followed by a local maximum, i.e., there is a barrier hindering
the capture unless the available energy (kinetic energy of Cs)
is high enough to overcome it. If it is too large, processes as
disintegration of the droplet or Cs passing across it may happen.
We discard these possibilities.
After the barrier is overcome, it is assumed that dissipation
comes very eﬃciently into play and the Cs atom is drawn to
the minimum of the potential being trapped. For a given E, the
largest l leading to the capture of Cs defines lcr. For Vlcr the
pocket and the barrier collapse and their energy is equal to
the impinging Cs energy E. Within this model, the existence of
the pocket is instrumental for the capture.
A. Sudden approximation
In terms of the Cs–He pair potential VX (ref. 30) and the
spherically symmetric equilibrium density of the pure 4He1000
droplet obtained using the Orsay–Trento (OT) functional31
we have
V(R) =
Ð
drr(r)VX(|r  R|). (5)
Fig. 1 shows the sudden potential Vl for several l values.
Notice the appearance of the pocket and barrier structures up
to l = 300. The figure shows that lcr = 300 for Cs approaching
4He1000 at vCs = 100 m s
1 (corresponding to a kinetic energy of
80 K) and impact parameter bcr = 14.5 Å; we recall that the
impact parameter b is defined as lh = mCsvCsb and hence lcrh =
mCsvCsbcr. The capture cross section is s = 665 Å
2. The cross
sections calculated in ref. 12 for Ar and Kr atoms are about
three times larger and include the elastic contribution to it.
If lcrc 1, eqn (3) and the above definition yield s = pbcr
2. Since
the sharp density radius of the droplet R0 = r0N
1/3 (with r0 = 2.22 Å)
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is 22.2 Å for N = 1000, it appears that the sticking cross section
is similar to the geometrical cross section.
B. Adiabatic approximation
In this case one has to minimize the energy of the Cs@4He1000
complex keeping the Cs atom a distance R apart from the center
of mass of the droplet.17 Then
V(R) = E[Cs@4He1000(R)]  E[4He1000], (6)
where E[Cs@4He1000(R)] is the energy of the Cs-droplet complex
and E[4He1000] is the energy of the pure droplet, both calculated
within DFT.
Fig. 2 shows the adiabatic potential Vl for several l values.
The potential for l = 0 is consistent with that found in a similar
calculation by Callegari and Ancilotto,32 which displays a
minimum of about 14 K at a distance of B33.5 Å (see Fig. 8
of this reference), but for a N = 2000 droplet. For this reason,
the minimum of their potential is deeper and located at a larger
distance.
We have found that lcr = 375 for Cs approaching
4He1000 at
100 m s1 and impact parameter bcr = 17.9 Å. The capture cross
section is s = 1012 Å2. As in the adiabatic approximation one
relaxes the helium density, the critical angular momentum and
cross sections are larger than in the sudden approximation since
part of the available energy and angular momentum have been
deposited into the droplet before the capture of the impurity.
Notice that the value of bcr is similar to the radius of the droplet.
This means that if dissipation acts eﬃciently transferring the
incoming energy into excited modes of the droplet and/or evapora-
tion of helium atoms, the capture cross section is similar to the
geometric cross section of the droplet.
III. Real-time dynamics within TDDFT
The dynamics is triggered by giving to the Cs atom some kinetic
energy and angular momentum or, equivalently, some velocity
vCs and impact parameter b (in the framework where the droplet
is at rest before the collision). The Cs atom has been initially
placed 32 Å away of the center-of-mass of the droplet. Within
TDDFT, we represent the He droplet by a complex eﬀective wave
function CHe(r,t) such that r(r,t) = |CHe(r,t)|
2. The Cs atom is
treated classically as its mass is much larger than the He atom
mass. Hence, its position rCs(t) obeys the Newton equation.
We have17
ih
@
@t
CHe ¼  h
2
2mHe
r2 þ dEHe
drðrÞ þ VX r rCsj jð Þ
 
CHe
mCs€rCs ¼ rrCs
ð
drrðrÞVX r rCsj jð Þ
 
¼ 
ð
dr½rrðrÞVX r rCsj jð Þ;
(7)
where EHe is the OT potential energy density per unit volume.
Eqn (7) have been discretized in cartesian coordinates using a
spatial grid of 0.4 Å. The spatial derivatives have been calcu-
lated with 13-point formulas. Fast-Fourier techniques have been
Fig. 1 Sudden potential Vl(r) (K) as a function of r (Å) for several l values.
Fig. 2 Adiabatic potential Vl(r) (K) as a function of r (Å) for several l values.
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employed to eﬃciently calculate the energy density and mean-
field potential.33 The dynamics has been followed using a
predictor–corrector method34 fed by a few time steps obtained
by a fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm. A time step of 1 fs
has been used. This time step can be compared with the period
tl of surface l-mode oscillations of a spherical helium droplet
of radius R0, atom density r0 and surface tension s, whose
energy within the liquid drop model are given by35
El ¼ htl ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h2g
r0mHeR03
lðl 1Þðlþ 2Þ
s
(8)
Taking the values corresponding to 4He r0 = 0.0218 Å
3,
g = 0.274 K Å2 and h2/mHe = 12.12 K Å
2 one obtains for the
quadruple mode of the N = 1000 droplet E2 = 0.33 K and hence
t2 = 1.45 ps. Thus, our time resolution is expected to cover the
relevant aspects of the dynamics.
Even within TDDFT, the calculations are very time consuming.
On the one hand, the mean field potentials in eqn (7) are cumber-
some to obtain in the case of helium as compared to those entering
the much simpler time-dependent Gross–Pitaevskii equation
for cold gases.24 On the other hand, the calculation box must be
large enough to accommodate a large droplet. We have used a
three dimensional grid made of 180  180  256 points. For
these reasons, rather than presenting systematic results we have
limited ourselves to the discussion of several cases relevant for
the physics of impurity capture.
A. Head-on collisions
We have carried out simulations for Cs atoms impinging on the
4He1000 droplet at vCs = 50, 75, 100, and 200 m s
1 and impact
parameter b = 0. As the ESI† shows,36 the Cs atom is captured at
50 m s1, barely escapes the droplet at 75 m s1, bounces back
at 100 m s1, and pierces through the droplet at 200 m s1.
Notice that at a given velocity, peripheral b a 0 collisions
cannot lead to Cs capture if the corresponding head-on collision
does not, as energy is less eﬃciently dispersed into the droplet
for the former than for the later.
The energy has to be very eﬃciently transferred into the
droplet for the impurity to stick to its surface. The simulation at
100 m s1 shown in Fig. 3, corresponding to a Cs kinetic energy
Ekin = 80 K, is very illustrative of the diﬃculties inherent to the
simulation of the capture process. The Cs atom bounces back at
B10m s1 (Ekin = 0.8 K), indicating that 99% of the available energy
in the entrance channel has been transferred to excited modes of
the droplet as ripplons, phonons, maxons, rotons, vortices, . . . (we
have not detected any appreciable atom evaporation oﬀ the calcula-
tion cell). For Cs to be captured, the droplet has to dissipate that
energy plus the binding energy of the impurity to the droplet. Using
the OT functional, we have calculated this binding, E[4He1000] 
E[Cs@4He1000] = 10.5 K. A value of 13.5 K was found by Ancilotto
et al. for a planar helium surface using a diﬀerent functional and
Xe–He interaction.37 A larger value should be expected for the planar
geometry due to curvature effects, see. e.g. ref. 38.
The simulation at 75 m s1 shown in Fig. 4 illustrates that
dynamic eﬀects may dramatically alter the potential well that
binds the impurity to the droplet surface: a local deformation of
the surface around the Cs atom ‘‘kicks it out’’ when the impurity
seemed apparently stuck to the droplet. This limiting case defines
the velocity at which Cs is captured, which is some 4–5 times
smaller than typical thermal velocities in the pickup chamber.
As the OT functional properly describes the elementary excitations
of liquid helium,39 one possible source for this disagreement is
that the TDDFT approach does not yield enough atom evapora-
tion at low energies. We want to mention however, that TDDFT
may yield appreciable evaporation if the energy deposited is large.
The simulation at 200 m s1 in Fig. 5 shows that Cs goes
across the helium droplet without being captured. It also dis-
plays the appearance of a ring vortex nucleated at surface
region of the droplet opposite to the collision point. Calculation
of the circulation around the vortex core yields a value of unity
in units of h/mHe, indicating that this ring vortex is quantized,
and so are the others discussed in this work.
As it can be seen,36 the vortex nucleates from the collapse of
a surface perturbation created at the point of impact that has
Fig. 3 Dynamic evolution of Cs (big dot) approaching from below the
N = 1000 helium droplet at vCs = 100 m s
1 and b = 0, eventually bouncing
back. The corresponding time is indicated in each frame.
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traveled from it as a ‘‘circular’’ tidal wave. The vortex energy
Ering can be estimated by the expression
25
Ering ¼ 2p
2h2
mHe
r0R ln
8R
a
 1:615
 
; (9)
with a the vortex core radius, R the ring radius and r0 the
helium number density at large distance. Taking the values for
the present system, a = 1.0 Å, R = 3.9 Å and r0 = 0.0218 Å
3
corresponding to the number density of a pure helium droplet,
we obtain an energy of B17.7 K. We want to indicate that the
values of some variables discussed in this section have been
obtained from an analysis as accurate as possible of the ESI†
that is in a graphic format. For this reason, they cannot be but
estimates.
After nucleating at the droplet surface, the ring vortex
penetrates into the droplet with a self-induced velocity25
vring ¼ h
2mHeR
ln
8R
a
 0:615
 
: (10)
Using the previous values, we find vring B 37.6 m s
1. One
should have in mind that eqn (9) and (10) are only valid in the
limit of Rc a. Fig. 6 displays the ring vortex approaching the
Cs bubble a few picosecond before they collide and the vortex
is annihilated. Superimposed on the helium density displayed
in this figure are the circulation lines. These clearly reveal a
circular flow field around the vortex.
The Cs atom eventually detaches from the droplet with a velocity
vCs B 64.7 m s
1, having thus deposited into the droplet about a
90% of the energy available in the entrance channel (320 K). Notice
that the angular momentum involved in the process is zero; we
recall that, at variance with a linear vortex or a vortex loop,25 a ring
vortex carries no net angular momentum.
A ring vortex is also nucleated in the Cs-droplet collision at
100 m s1. In this case, it is immediately washed out by the
incoming density waves.36 For smaller velocities (50 m s1 and
75 m s1), the velocity of the impurity in the droplet does not
Fig. 4 Dynamic evolution of Cs (big dot) approaching from below the
N = 1000 helium droplet at vCs = 75 m s
1 and b = 0, nearly captured by it.
The corresponding time is indicated in each frame.
Fig. 5 Dynamic evolution of Cs (big dot) approaching from below the
N = 1000 helium droplet at vCs = 200 m s
1 and b = 0, going across it.
The corresponding time is indicated in each frame. The two dark spots in
the t = 80 ps frame are the cross section of a ring vortex about to collide
with the atomic bubble approaching it from below.
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exceed the Landau critical velocity and vortices are not nucleated.
We notice that the simulation at 50 m s1 shows the capture of
the Cs atom by the droplet.36
B. Peripheral collisions and angular momentum deposition
We have carried out a simulation at vCs = 100 m s
1 with an
impact parameter b = 11 Å, i.e., about half the value of the sharp
density radius of the droplet.36 In this case, some angular
momentum is also deposited into the droplet. After the collision,
the Cs atom emerges at vCsB 15.3 m s
1, having transferred to
the droplet a 98% of the available energy. The angularmomentum
in the entrance channel is L = mCsvCsb = 230h. Part of it is taken
away by the outgoing Cs atom (B114h); the angular momentum
deposited into excited modes of the droplet is B105h, and the
remaining 11h are taken by the droplet as a whole in the recoil
of its center-of-mass, some 6.6 Å during the 225 ps we have
followed this collision (average velocity B3 m s1).
How angular momentum can be deposited into a helium
droplet that cannot be set into rotation because it is superfluid
and its velocity field is irrotational is an interesting issue.24,40,41
One possibility is by nucleating vortex lines that start and end
at the droplet surface.42–44 In particular, a linear vortex along
the diameter of a droplet with N atoms carries Nh angular
momentum. If there are no vortices in the droplet, the super-
fluid droplet may store angular momentum into surface waves,
while the flow inside the droplet is still irrotational.
Fig. 7 and the ESI† corresponding to the vCs = 50 m s
1,
b = 11 Å collision seem to display a dimple at the droplet surface
that ‘‘rigidly’’ rotates as the droplet does, dragging along the
Cs atom. This is quite not so: the dimple travels on the droplet
surface along with the impurity, without this meaning that the
bulk of the droplet rotates, which is prevented by the irrotational
character of the superfluid flow. We have calculated the flow
pattern at t = 385 ps and show it in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the
flow pattern in the laboratory fixed framework corresponds to
an irrotational fluid instead of a rigid rotation. Hence, while the
superfluid helium droplet may appear to an observer in the
Fig. 6 Helium density at t = 75 ps showing a ring vortex approaching the
Cs bubble from above. The circulation lines are represented in green. The
situation corresponds to the head-on collision at vCs = 200 m s
1.
Fig. 7 Dynamic evolution of Cs (big dot) approaching from below the
N = 1000 helium droplet at vCs = 100 m s
1 and b = 11 Å. The corre-
sponding time is indicated in each frame.
Fig. 8 Particle flow pattern at t= 385 ps corresponding to the vCs = 50m s
1
and b = 11 Å collision. The big dot represents the Cs atom.
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laboratory as a deformed droplet rigidly rotating, Fig. 8 clearly
shows that it does not. Similar patterns can be found e.g. in
ref. 40 and 41. The angular momentum available in the collision
is thus deposited into capillary waves traveling on the droplet
surface, partly is taken away by promptly emitted helium atoms,
and some remains in the impurity.
Decreasing the impact parameter to b = 9 Å, the Cs atom
orbits around the core of the droplet.36 This is one of the
possibilities for the scattering of a particle by an attractive
potential. Fig. 9 displays the collision at vCs = 50 m s
1 and
impact parameter b = 9 Å. Notice that in this case the dynamics
has been followed for more than 1.3 ns. The results at 50 m s1
indicate that the critical impact parameter at this energy is
bcr B 10 Å and hence lcr = 94. Eqn (3) yields a cross section of
260 Å2 for the capture of Cs by this droplet at 50 m s1.
IV. Summary and outlook
We have studied the collision of a heliophobic Cs impurity with a
4He1000 droplet within TDDFT, obtaining a rich phenomenology
depending on the impinging energy and impact parameter of
the Cs atom.
For a head-on collision at the higher energy here addressed
(Cs at 200 m s1) the droplet turns out to be ‘‘transparent’’ to the
impurity in the sense that it goes across the droplet after having
deposited into it a large part of its kinetic energy. Experimental
evidence for the transmission of 3He atoms through superfluid
4He droplets was presented in ref. 45, although other possibi-
lities to interpret the experiment were discussed in the same
reference. As the kinetic energy decreases one observes that the
impurity is first reflected (impinging velocities of 100 m s1 and
75 m s1) and eventually it is captured by the droplet (impinging
velocity of 50 m s1).
We have also addressed peripheral collisions, in which case
not only energy but also angular momentum is deposited into
the droplet. This has allowed us to visualize the irrotational flow
of the superfluid helium inside the droplet and the nucleation of
ring vortices from the large deformations produced at the
droplet surface that also appear in head-on collisions. At low
energies and small impact parameters the impurity is captured
by the droplet, sometimes leading to its orbiting around the
center-of-mass of the droplet.
It should be noted that while the theoretical phenomenology is
consistent with the experimental findings, it appears at lower
energies. Current experiments on Cs atoms involve velocities in
the pickup chamber of the order of 400 m s1, for which our
simulations yield droplet transparency. This discrepancy might
hint that doping droplets with heliophobic dopants require of
multiple collisions with droplets in the beam before they lose
enough energy to be captured by one of them. This could be
discerned by studying how the signal coming from single dopants
attached to droplets scales with dopant density. It might also be a
consequence of using in the simulations a mean field approach as
TDDFT that, while it incorporates helium atom ejection as a possi-
ble energy dissipation mechanism,20 it likely underestimates it,
hindering the sticking of the weakly interacting heliophobic
impurity. We recall that, according to our analysis of the
Cs-droplet head-on collision at 100 m s1, the prompt emission
of just two helium atoms would take away enough energy allowing
for Cs to stick to the droplet surface. The interested reader might
also look at ref. 46 for a comparison between the TDDFT and
classical Molecular Dynamics methods applied to the collision of
a pure 4He300 droplet at 200 m s
1 with a TiO2 surface. It can be
seen that within TDDFT, the droplet collision yields the ejection of
helium atoms (‘‘evaporation’’) and the spreading of most of the
original droplet on the TiO2 surface, that is wet by helium as most
materials at temperatures low enough – the calculation was
performed at zero temperature. The classical Molecular Dynamics
approach yields the opposite behavior, with the splashing of the
droplet out of the surface upon impact.
Ascertaining how well the present formalism works for a
simple heliophilic impurity as xenon would help seize the limita-
tions of the TDDFT simulations in this respect before undertaking
any substantial improvement of the approach that might incor-
porate in a workable way eﬃcient helium atom evaporation.
We plan to address this issue in a forthcoming paper.
Fig. 9 Dynamic evolution of Cs (big dot) approaching from below the
N = 1000 helium droplet at vCs = 50 m s
1 and b = 9 Å. The corresponding
time is indicated in each frame.
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Chapter 5
Summary and conclusions
This thesis consists of five papers published in peer-reviewed scientific journals
between 2014 and 2016, all of them comprised in the field of low temperature
physics and quantum fluids. These works represent a clear step forward in the
description of doped helium droplets, as the processes there addressed either had
not been addressed before, or had been addressed by methods far less sophisti-
cated than density functional theory.
The first two papers, described in Chapter 2, are about dynamic studies of
Ba impurities in 4He1000 nanodroplets. It is experimentally known that all alkali
atoms (and all alkaline-earth atoms heavier than magnesium) captured by 4He
droplets have an equilibrium state in a dimple on the surface of the droplet.
In the first paper (Section 2.1) we have studied the dynamics triggered by
ionization of Ba atom at its equilibrium configuration. The spectroscopic studies
carried by Prof. Drabbels have shown that this impurity sinks into the droplet
upon ionization, as the Ba+ absorption spectrum at helium nanodroplets coin-
cides with that of the cation in bulk liquid helium. Our DFT studies reproduce
these results, as they show how the impurity moves towards the bulk portion of
the droplet after being ionized. During this sinking process, a rich variety of phe-
nomena can be observed, e.g., the dynamic formation of a high density solid-like
structure surrounding the impurity (known as “snowball”) or the nucleation of
quantized ring vortices, for which we have estimated their energy and velocity.
The second paper focused on Ba+ (Section 2.2) continues to study of the same
system. In this case the motion of the cation in its ground state is followed inside
the droplet for some time, after which Ba+ is excited to the 6p manifold. For this
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system, the experiments describe an efficient ejection of the likely excited (but
not experimentally ascertained) cation out of the droplet, either as a bare Ba+
cation or in the form of Rb+-Hen exciplexes mainly with n = 1, 2. However, our
simulations do not show such desolvation; the cation remains inside of the He
droplet in all the cases we have considered after exciting it to the 6p manifold.
Since for Ba+ the 5d manifold lies below the 6p, we have also (unsuccessfully)
explored the possible ejection of the cation after deexciting it from the 6p state,
not only to the ground state but to the 5d states as well.
Chapter 3 is composed of two papers focused on heavy alkali atoms (Rb and
Cs) dynamics at 4He nanodroplets, which share the initial geometry with barium
such that their ground state equilibrium position is in a dimple on the droplet
surface.
The first paper (Section 3.1) studies the ejection of alkali atoms from the
droplet surface upon excitation to the 6s (Rb) and 7s (Cs) states. The calculated
relationship between the kinetic energy of the excited impurity and the photoex-
citation energy that triggers the ejection fully agrees with the experimental one.
By analyzing these systems we have found local density deformations as well as
different kinds of density waves that propagate inside the droplet at supersonic
velocities.
The second paper of this block (Section 3.2) presents a study on Rb+ and
Cs+ impurities similar to that made for Ba+ in Section 2.1, analyzing the dy-
namical evolution of the impurities upon ionization of the neutral species at
their equilibrium state. Because the Rb+-He and Cs+-He interaction potentials
are considerably attractive, we expect the sinking of the impurities inside the
droplets, although it does not happen in all cases. For the 4He1000 droplet we
have observed that Rb+ remains on the surface for a while and eventually sinks,
nucleating vortex loops due to the appearance of density distortions at droplet
surface, while Cs+ escapes from that droplet taking away with it about 70 he-
lium atoms forming a charged minicluster. We have checked that this different
behavior is a finite size effect. Indeed, for bigger helium droplets (4He2000) and for
the liquid helium free surface we have found for both alkalis a sinking behavior
similar to that of Ba+.
Lastly, Chapter 4 contains one single paper about the capture of heliophobic
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impurities by helium nanodroplets. We have studied this topic making cesium
impurities collide with the droplet at several impinging velocities and impact
parameters, including head-on collisions corresponding to zero impact parameter.
By changing the velocity we have observed several phenomena, from the capture
of the impurity at the nanodroplet surface at small velocities, to the droplet
“transparency” at high velocities (at 200 m/s the impurity pierces the drop from
end to end). For collisions with impact parameter different from zero, which
deposit a certain amount of angular momentum into the droplets, the study of
the superfluid flow shows that the droplet does not rotate like a rigid body, as
expected for a superfluid.
5.1 Outlook
While the studies presented in this thesis are a step forward towards a deeper
understanding of the dynamic processes involving simple atomic and ionic impu-
rities in 4He nanodroplets, they leave however many questions in the air and a
lot of work to be done to improve our understanding of these systems. Let us
mention some that are currently underway:
• In spite of our rather detailed analysis, the dynamics of Ba+ cations in
helium nanodroplets leaves unanswered the question why theory and ex-
periment are not in agreement. Is it due to an incomplete interpretation of
the experimental data? Is it perhaps because the method employed to com-
pute the interaction potentials does not take into account some important,
undisclosed contribution? A deeper study of these points and consider-
ing other possible desorption mechanisms as the existence of non-radiative
transitions might help answer this question.
• In the case of Rb and Cs impurities, the group of Prof. Dr. F. Stienkemeier
(University of Freiburg) is currently carrying pump-probe experiments in
which the excited alkali is subsequently ionized. Depending on the time
delay between both processes, the cation may go away or bounce back to
the helium droplet. TDDFT is especially suited to address this problem.
• For the capture process of the dopant, we have focused on an heliophobic
impurity like cesium. What would happen when the impurity is heliophilic?
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How the presence of vortices may affect the capture? This is especially
relevant, as a recent experiment on vortex arrays in large helium droplets
uses very heliophilic xenon atoms as dopants to obtain x-ray diffraction
images in order to visualize the vortex array [18].
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